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ABSTRACT

*View from the Virtual Pocket* is a proof of concept study in which a theoretical proposition about situation awareness in time constrained decision making is wedded to the affordances of a computer based simulation to ascertain if the real world decision making in the pocket of an NCAA quarterback can be modeled successfully for simulation based learning.

The researcher used the Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT) for the purposes of (a) analyzing the situation awareness requirements for expert decision making and (b) to empirically assess the viability of using a computer based football simulator as a SAGAT simulation tool.

The highlight of this study is a Goal Directed Task Analysis developed in conjunction with some of the most recognized names in professional and collegiate football. The results of the (GDTA), a form of cognitive task analysis, defined the information requirements for expert quarterbacking and shed light on the enormous cognitive demands placed on the quarterback.

The researcher was able to create, categorize and program SAGAT queries from the Goal Directed Task Analysis into an innovative virtual reality simulator called the PlayAction Simulator PC. Once the queries were programmed and the plays were published, the Researcher evaluated the simulator’s ability to (a) stop a simulated repetition at random points to ask probing questions aimed at evaluating a quarterback’s SA and (b) create the ecological validity required to extrapolate the informing needed to measure situation awareness in the domain of the quarterback.
The results of this inquiry (a) identified the goals of the quarterback, the decisions the quarterback has to make to achieve those goals and the information the quarterback needs to know in order to make accurate decisions, (b) validated the ability of the interactive virtual simulator to used as a SAGAT Simulation tool in the assessment of the quarterback’s situation awareness.

Additionally, the Goal Directed Task Analysis led to the creation of the Decision Making Model 4 QB’s. The model, a hybrid of the Endsley (2000a; 2000b) SA Model and the Klein (1998) RPD Model, represents a viable and testable description of the situation assessment process that quarterbacks use to formulate an aerial hypothesis. Inherent in this new model is a proposition about the role of unconscious competence in the optimization of serially generated options.
Introduction

In the summer of 1999, engineers at the University of Michigan put a little-known back-up quarterback named Tom Brady in a computer automated virtual environment that housed a unique full-immersion virtual football trainer designed to improve the decision making ability of NCAA quarterbacks. Once inside the CAVE (Computer Animated Virtual Environment), Brady became fully immersed in an artificial, three-dimensional football world that was completely generated by a computer (Beier, 2001). Wearing lightweight stereo glasses, he was able to take snaps and read the reactions of the computer-generated avatars.
During the fall season of 1999, Brady was named team captain and his steady play on the field was rewarded by being named All-Big Ten (Honorable Mention). He capped off his stellar season with an overtime victory over Alabama in the Orange Bowl. In that game, Brady threw for 369 yards and four touchdowns. But few NFL scouts took notice.

Upon the completion of his collegiate career, Brady was not selected until the sixth round of the NFL draft. He was the 199th player selected, and the seventh quarterback selected. He was drafted behind the likes of Giovanni Carmazzi and Spergon Wynn! It goes without saying that Brady did little to impress NFL scouts with his ability, and displayed little potential to be a quarterback in the NFL. He began his rookie season as the number four quarterback on the New England Patriots’ roster.

But, almost a decade after his view from the virtual pocket, Brady is widely regarded as one of the best quarterbacks of his era. He has played in four Super Bowls, winning three of them (XXXVI, XXXVIII, XXXIX). He has won two Super Bowl MVP awards (XXXVI and XXXVIII), has been invited to four Pro Bowls, and holds the NFL record for most touchdown passes in a single season!

Watching Brady shred NCAA and NFL defenses, one can’t help but wonder about the connection between his uncanny decision making ability and the time he spent in the University of Michigan Computer Animated Virtual Environment (CAVE). How did Tom Brady -- operating in a high-stakes adversarial environment, under extreme time constraints, and on the biggest stage in professional sports, the Super Bowl -- display such unparalleled examples of expert decision making and performance? Was the virtual football trainer his secret weapon?
Context of the Study

To answer this question, this study used a Goal Directed Task Analysis, developed in conjunction with expert coaches and quarterbacks, to identify what great quarterbacks need to know to make great decisions. Armed with “what” they need to know, the researcher programmed a virtual football trainer, the PlayAction PC, in an attempt to create an ecologically valid environment to assess the quarterback’s situation awareness. The researcher sought empirical evidence of how expert quarterbacks read and recognize complex NCAA defenses and parlay that knowledge into decisive and appropriate action. What are the situation awareness (hereafter, SA) requirements for the exemplary decision making displayed by NCAA record setting quarterbacks like David Klinger, Colt Brennen and Heisman Trophy winner Andre Ware? What do great quarterbacks know and see that average quarterbacks miss, and how do we design and use immersive virtual reality simulators as a tool to assess this situation awareness expertise or lack thereof?

The researcher’s secret weapon in this endeavor is the aforementioned virtual reality football trainer called the PlayAction Simulator PC, developed by XOS Digital, a national leader in the sports technology industry. “Powered by EA SPORTS, …athletes can now practice using their teams’ customized plays against realistic scout defenses in a three-dimensional, video-game-simulated environment. A quarterback using this new tool can practice reading a defense, picking up blitzes and making quick decisions on where to throw the ball, all based on the tendencies of the team he is going to play the upcoming weekend” (BusinessWire, 2007, p. 2).
Situation Awareness + Decision Making = Expert Performance?

Playing quarterback in the NCAA is a cognitively complex and demanding endeavor. It requires an ability to react quickly and make accurate decisions in an adversarial, dynamic, time-constrained environment. Hall of Fame quarterback Joe Montana claims that he knew by the second step where he was going to throw the football. That’s right, two steps! According to Montana, “you should already know exactly where all your receivers will be. When you recognize the defense, you should know which of your guys will be open and which will be covered before the play really develops” (Montana & Weiner, 1998, p. 41). Despite the danger, time constraint and complexity of a NCAA or NFL defense Montana guesstimates that the great quarterback successfully executes an aerial hypothesis 95% of the time.”

Dr. Gary Klein (1998), renowned scholar in time-constrained decision making, explains that these “experts see the things the rest of us cannot, and often experts do not realize that the rest of us are unable to detect what seems obvious to them” (p. 147). Klein (1998) believes that this situation awareness expertise, particularly the part that involves pattern matching and recognition of familiar and typical cases, can be trained. Klein states that “if you want people to size up situations quickly and accurately, you need to expand their experience base” (p. 42). He espouses training programs with exercises and realistic scenarios, so the person has a chance to size up numerous situations very quickly. He asserts that “a good simulation can sometimes provide more training value than direct experience. A good simulation lets you stop the action, back up to see what went on, and cram many trials together so a person can develop a sense of typicality” (p. 43).
Specifically, these programs can provide appropriate repetition for training. If the purpose is to train people in time-pressured decision making, we might require that the trainee make rapid responses rather that ponder all the implications. If we can present many situations an hour, several hours a day, for days or weeks, we should be able to improve the trainee’s ability to detect familiar patterns. The design of the scenarios is critical, since the goal is to show many common cases to facilitate recognition of typicality along with different types of rare cases so trainees will be prepared for these as well. (Klein, 1998, p. 30)

When thinking of designing typicality in the pocket of an NCAA quarterback the systems designer must understand the temporal dynamics associated with quarterback play, and seek to understand how time constraints tax the decision making ability of quarterbacks and which may lead to errant passes, sacks and interceptions.

**Recognition Primed Decision Model (RPD)**

Klein provides empirical support for his position through the Recognition Primed Decision Model (RPD). Klein, Calderwood and Clinton-Cirocco (1986) formulated a Recognition-Primed Decision (RPD) model of how people are able to make decisions in naturalistic settings without having to compare options. “The function of the RPD model is to describe how people can use their experience to arrive at good decisions without having to compare the strengths and weaknesses of alternative courses of action. The RPD model suggests that people can use experience to size up a situation, providing them with the sense of typicality” (p. 287), here shown in Figure 2, i.e., recognition of goals, cues, expectancies, and course of action (Zsambok & Klein, 1997).
The model was developed on the basis of field studies about the way experienced personnel (firefighters, medical emergency personnel, chess masters, military commanders) actually make decisions within time constraints, limited information and changing goals. In naturalistic environments with time constraints, changing conditions, and stress, recognition primed decisions (RPD’s) are hypothesized to take place (Klein, Calderwood & MacGregor, 1989). “An RPD involves an assessment of the situation, recognition of events as typical, and a resultant course of action based on previous experience” (Holmquist & Goldberg, 2007, p. 2).

The RPD model provides a compelling description of expert decision making that seems to parallel the dynamic environment of a NCAA quarterback attempting to complete a forward pass. But the model does not address all of the concerns of naturalistic decision making. While the model addresses situation assessment and
recognition in the decision making process, it does not reflect memory or attention processes. For a more in-depth look at role of situation awareness in naturalistic decision making, the researcher turned to research being conducted Dr. Mica Endsley.

**Situation Awareness (SA) in Recognition Primed Decision Making (RPD)**

Endsley (1997) explains that many human errors that are attributed to poor decision making, i.e., interceptions thrown by the quarterback, actually involve problems with the situational awareness portion of the decision making process, as opposed to the choice of action portion of the process. “In order to understand and positively impact decision making in real-world environments, it is necessary to understand the construct of situation awareness, its role in the decision making process, and the factors that impact it” (Endsley, 1997, p. 270). To this end, Endsley (1998) defines SA as the “perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning and the projection of their status in the near future” (p. 97).

She distinguished the three levels of situation awareness as the detection of the environments relevant elements (Level 1 SA), the comprehension of the elements’ meaning (Level 2 SA), and the projection of the elements’ status into the future (Level 3 SA).

Endsley’s Level 1 SA can be interpreted as perception of only the important cues, which is a crucial component of RPD. Level 2 SA would map more directly as the recognition of the situation itself, particularly as it leads to a determination of the most important cues, the relevant goals, and the reasonable actions. Endsley’s Level 3 SA, the projection forward into the future, is represented within the RPD model as the expectancies generated once a situation is recognized as typical. “Therefore, the
processes described by Endsley appear to be relevant for describing some aspects of decision making” (Klein, 2000, p. 57).

An in-depth review of the literature finds that the RPD model is consistent with Endsley’s SA model; but Endsley’s model provides a framework for objectively measuring SA, as well as an empirically tested guide for designing systems that can enhance it.

Klein (2000) suggests that it may be fruitful to study SA in the context of decision making incidents (both actual and simulated). “The context affects the way the aspects of SA are defined. Instead of studying the question of what -- what is the content of a person’s SA, we can study the question of how -- how the SA affects action. In doing so, we can identify some of the important aspects of SA -- those that impact judgments and decisions” (Klein, 2000, p. 55). In this proof of concept study, the researcher attempts to wed a theoretical proposition about situation awareness in time constrained decision making to the affordances of a computer based simulation to ascertain if the real world decision making in the pocket of an NCAA quarterback can be modeled successfully for simulation based learning.

**Significance of the Study**

This research represents the first systematic SA requirements analysis in the domain of football. These questions are important to the system designer seeking to apply SA-oriented design principles in the dynamic domain of sports, and to the athletic coach and player seeking to incorporate evidence based practice into their decision training regimens.
**Designing systems to enhance SA in sport.** Enhancing situation awareness (SA) is a major design goal for projects in many fields, including aviation, ground transportation, air traffic control, nuclear power, medicine, space, systems maintenance and now the wide world of sports. The present inquiry seeks, in part, to ascertain if many of the decision making errors that occur in dynamic, time constrained athletic endeavors are the result of failures in situation awareness. The researcher attempts to further ascertain if the creation of SA-oriented system designs in sport can reduce the incidence of such problems.

“The term situation awareness (SA) has received scant explicit recognition within the sports psychology literature, which is surprising given the task requirements of many sports” (James & Patrick, 2004, p. 297). “As new technologies develop, solid research on the best way to design their features to enhance SA and human performance (in sport) lags significantly behind” (Endsley, Bolté, & Jones, 2003, p. 223). Thus, little information exists in an integrated format to support the designer in creating systems that support SA in the domain of sports.

By conducting an empirical evaluation of the of the XOS Technologies PlayAction simulator’s ability to support the situation awareness of collegiate quarterbacks, the study provides system designers in this domain with current and cutting edge research on the ability of this mediating artifact to measure and train the situation awareness required to effectuate sound decision making and expert performance in collegiate and professional sports, and extends the potential of this concept to other dynamic, fast paced, adversarial domains from the World Cup to the Stanley Cup. This technology sits at the core of the study, and if it rises to the level of proficiency being
developed and used in other domains, will represent a ground breaking application in the world of sports. But equally important, the sound metrics applied in this study can signal to designers those areas where the design may hinder or hurt situation awareness.

**A prescriptive theory of SA.** The existing theories of SA are largely descriptive rather than prescriptive. “That is, while we think we have some notion of the mechanisms at play in building and maintaining SA, we have very little ability to determine *a priori* what level of SA an operator will achieve with a given system design, or to predict the ways in which one system design will affect SA as compared to another” (Endsley, 2004, p. 328).

In this study the researcher hypothesizes that if the virtual simulator can provide the ecological validity required to measure situation awareness it can certainly be used as a tool to pre-test, train, and post-test a quarterback’s situation awareness.

**Situated theory of learning.** Additionally, the current models are grounded in cognitive theories. This study will attempt to provide observations and recommendations for training mental models (a cognitive approach to learning) through the use of ecologically valid virtual simulators that provide the context, interaction and experiences needed to enhance situation awareness (in other words, a situated approach to learning).

**Objectively measuring SA in sport.** “The difficulties associated with assessing SA in sport are primarily concerned with deriving measures that retain ecological validity as well as capturing the diversity of the sporting situations” (James & Patrick, 2004, p. 312). The empirical investigation of the PlayAction Simulator’s ability to create the ecological validity in the domain of the collegiate quarterback will provide a research-based, domain-relevant rationale for using this mediating artifact as a tool for training
SA, and allows the researcher to validly and reliably utilize SAGAT as a methodology to objectively measure SA.

**Purpose of the Study**

Using Situation Awareness in Recognition Primed Decision Making as a theoretical framework, the purposes of this study are (a) to analyze the situation awareness requirements for expert decision making in the domain of the collegiate quarterback who is operating in high stakes, time constrained situations that feature inadequate information, ill-defined goals, dynamic conditions and team coordination; (b) to create probes that measure the situation awareness requirements needed to execute a statistically significant aerial hypothesis; and (c) to empirically assess the viability of using virtual simulation as a SAGAT simulation tool in the domain of football.

“The real time action of sports, relying heavily on cues in the body movements and expressions of other players and motion vectors of the ball, is difficult to simulate realistically” (Endsley, 2004, p. 333). The mediating artifact at the core of this inquiry is XOS Digital’s PlayAction Simulator PC. Using the situation awareness requirements necessary for expert college quarterbacks as the benchmark, the researcher conducted an empirical investigation of the PlayAction Simulator’s ability to create the ecological validity needed measure situation awareness in the domain of the collegiate quarterback.

Given the significant role of highly automatized motor movements in sport activities, many aspects of the game may not be available to conscious awareness. Yet, anecdotal information from expert players (e.g., sports interviews with professional athletes) also demonstrates a high level of cognitive awareness of certain strategic aspects of the game that also bear examination. It would be interesting to see if the higher levels of SA can also be tapped into in sports studies. (Endsley, 2004, p. 333)

Thus, the present study endeavors to investigate aspects of these queries in the domain of American football.
Research Questions

Is expertise in situation awareness the foundation for exemplary decision making in the domain of quarterbacking, and if so, can we use virtual simulation to measure it?

To understand the role of situation awareness in the decision making and performance of NCAA quarterbacks and to explore the potential of virtual simulation as a tool to measure and train situation awareness the following questions were explored:

(a) What are the situation awareness requirements for expert decision making in the domain of the NCAA quarterback? (b) Do the affordances of virtual simulation provide the information required to effectively measure the situation awareness of NCAA quarterbacks?

To answer these questions the researcher examined the situation awareness requirements of the Run and Shoot quarterback through a series of analysis that included (a) semi-structured interviews and (b) goal directed task analysis (GDTA) developed in partnership with NCAA record setting offensive coaches and quarterbacks. The researcher used the results of the GDTA to create probes (questions) that were programmed into an innovative virtual simulator by XOS Digital, a leader in the sports technology industry. Using an XBox 360 wireless controller, the researcher sought to provide evidence that PlayAction Simulator PC provided the information necessary to answer the questions.

The resultant requirements, information and empirical evidence are now presented, along with a methodology for determining the SA requirements of collegiate quarterbacks.
Chapter 2

Introduction and Theoretical Framework

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a basic understanding of the theoretical underpinnings and research findings that describe the role of situation awareness in recognition primed decision making of collegiate quarterbacks. The intention is to (a) understand the goal directed tasks of a quarterback who is operating in a dynamic, time constrained, adversarial environment; (b) provide an empirical basis for what quarterbacks need to know to expertly execute an aerial hypothesis in this theatre of engagement; and (c) how to objectively measure this situation awareness and decision making expertise.

Thus, this chapter presents a review of the literature related to the theories of Recognition Primed Decision Making (RPD) particularly in adversarial situations, the role of Situation Awareness (SA) in Recognition Primed Decision Making, and the connection between Recognition Primed Decision Making, Situation Awareness and expertise in sport. Additionally, the researcher reviews advances in the use of virtual reality and simulation as a tool to analyze and measure sports performance. The literature review will be infused with published anecdotal accounts of situation awareness and decision making as described by expert NCAA and NFL quarterbacks and coaches.

RPD model in the domain of sports. Any review of the literature in this area necessitates a quest for research that defines and validates the type of decision making that mirrors that of an NCAA quarterback. This review seeks to understand studies or models which may detail the process and product involved in time constrained decision
making, the methods and procedures that objectively measure it, and finally, the factors of design systems that support real time decision making and performance.

In determining a theoretical scaffold for this study, Klein’s (1998) recognition primed decision making model provided the most compelling description of expert decision making by NCAA quarterbacks in a naturalistic environment.

The RPD model (Klein, Calderwood, & Clinton-Cirocco, 1985) is an example of a naturalistic decision making model. It attempts to describe what people actually do under conditions of time pressure, ambiguous information, ill-defined goals, and changing conditions. It fits four criteria of naturalistic decision making research presented by Zsambok & Klein (1997): “(a) experienced agents, working in complex, uncertain conditions, who face (b) personal consequences for their actions. The model (c) tries to describe rather than prescribe, and (d) it addresses situation awareness and problem solving as part of the decision making process” (p. 23).

The RPD model was formulated to explain how experienced fireground commanders could use their expertise to perceive, understand and serially generate quality options rather than comparing all the options for purposes of finding the best choice. “They found that the fireground commanders rarely compared the merits of alternative actions. Rather, they were able to use their experience to identify a workable course of action as the first one they considered” (Klein, 1997b, p. 285). The study of these commanders presents conditions analogous to those of the present study.

Following this seminal study, the RPD model has been evaluated in a variety of domains such as military, medical, firefighting, and chess tournament play (see Klein, 1997b). These studies support the role of interaction and experience in the acquisition of
expertise, and the link between assessment and option generation in the process of time
constrained decision making as shown in Figure 2 (recognition of goals, cues,
expectancies, and course of action).

Klein found that this option generation is based on critical cues in the
environment that are often missed by others. Klein (1998) explains that “experts see the
things the rest of us cannot, and often experts do not realize that the rest of us are unable
to detect what seems obvious to them” (p.147). “In the RPD model, experts are separated
from non-experts by their ability to detect the most important cues without hesitation and
in a way that leads to decisive and appropriate actions” (Vickers, 2007, p. 139).

Through an emphasis on expanding the experience base of the individual rather
than an emphasis on rational decision making strategies, the model “presents guidance
for training people to make better decisions and for designing equipment that will support
decision making” (Klein, 1997a, p. 383).

Vickers (2007) reviews the RPD model through the domain of amateur and
professional sports. She claims that many of the characteristics Klein lists describe
expert decision making in sport. These characteristics include:

- **An experienced decision maker:** “The hallmark of Recognition Primed Decision
  Making is the study of how people use their experience to make decisions in field
  settings” (Klein, 1998, p.11). Expert quarterbacks “routinely solve complex
  problems and develop methods for making effective decisions on a consistent
  basis” (Vickers, 2007, p. 139).

- **Time pressure:** The perception / action cycle for NCAA quarterbacks is typically
  3.2 seconds. “The correct decision results in success. Incorrect decisions lead to
defeat” (Vickers, 2007, p. 139). For example, Maryland Terrapins Head Coach Ralph Friedgen highlights the importance of expert decision making in the sport of football. Friedgen (2008a; 2008b) has a formula called the percentage-of-error, which includes the number of penalties, sacks, dropped balls and number of turnovers by players. He takes those counts and divides them by the number of plays they run in order to calculate this statistic. Friedgen (2008a) claims that when his teams perform with a percentage-of-error under 12 percent, they have never lost a game!

• Decisions made in the face of inadequate information. In football, “uncertainty rules the day and comes from opponents, teammates, weather, officials, fans, media and many other sources” (Vickers, 2007, p.139).

• Procedures are both well defined and poorly defined.

• Cue learning is required and is the basis of good decision making. “Cue learning refers to the need to perceive patterns and make distinctions” (Klein, 1999, p. 5). “Experts in all domains have learned what is important and what is of no consequence” (Vickers, 2007, p.139). Quarterback play is about how fast the player can react and how accurate his decision can be. Friedgen (2008a; 2008b) talked at length about the importance of quarterbacks being able to recognize certain aspects of the defense (cues) so they can anticipate and react and make proper decisions quickly.

• The context of decision making changes constantly. “A solution in one situation is not automatically the solution in the next. Sports, by nature, are fluid, dynamic and unpredictable. Even relatively common things, like changes in playing
venues, can have a great effect on how an athlete performs and therefore should never be underestimated” (Vickers, 2007, p.140). The context of decision making is dynamic in that there is no one right solution all the time. Quick detection, adaptability, and exploitation are the norm rather than the exception in terms of expert decision making in high-pressure settings.

In relation, “Klein’s RPD model consists of three variations that function according to the complexity of the decision that have to be made” (Vickers, 2007, p. 140). Together these three variations permit an analysis of different types of decision making found in sport. In the following sections of the literature review, the different variations will be presented and applied to sport settings.

Figure 2 on page six provides a visual guide to the basic strategy of variation 1.

“Decision makers recognize the situation as typical and familiar. They understand what types of goals make sense (so the priorities are set), which cues are important (so there is not an overload of information), what to expect next (so they can prepare themselves and notice surprises), and the typical ways of responding in a given situation. By recognizing a situation as typical, they also recognize a course of action likely to succeed. The recognition of goals, cues, expectancies, and actions is part of what it means to recognize a situation. That is, the decision makers do not start with the goals or expectancies and figure out the nature of the situation” (Klein, 1998, p. 24).

Variation 1 (if...then) is found in situations where the typical cues are present and where the task is of recognition followed by a known action. Within the game of football, this if...then simple match scenario is very common due to the repetitive nature of the skills and tactics performed in football. “Indeed, the purpose of extensive training is to make much of the unpredictable world of sort predictable, and therefore something that can be controlled more easily” (Vickers, 2007, p.140). “When it comes to reading defenses…you have to know where everybody is. All the time you know what is going
to happen and what is taking place. Vision helps, but that will do little good without the knowledge of the field” (Montana & Weiner, 1998, p. 71).

One of the tenets of this study is that it takes experience to build this kind of intuition. Klein asserts that “intuition depends on the use of experience to recognize key patterns that indicate the dynamics of the situation … intuition grows out of experience … In fact, the simple version, variation 1 of the RPD model is a model of intuition” (Klein, 1998, p. 34).

Some situations are more complex, as shown by variations 2 and 3 in Figure 3 and Figure 4. “Variation 2 occurs when the decision maker may have to devote more attention to diagnosing the situation, since the information may not clearly match a typical case or may map onto more than one typical case. The decision maker may need to gather more information in order to make a diagnosis. Another complication is that the
decision maker may have misinterpreted the situation but does not realize it until some expectancy has been violated” (Klein, 1998, p. 26).

When the performer realizes he has misinterpreted the situation, he has to acquire new or useful information but still make familiar movements. The situation is unfamiliar and contains elements that must be figured out or diagnosed. Variation 2 (if...???) is needed when, for example, the opposition uses a new play, when an official make an unusual call, when the weather becomes challenging, yet this variation is where the same skills and tactics are routinely adapted to handle the new information. In these types of cases, performers have to assess each situation, interpret the available information, and then perform a well-known action.

Montana takes us inside the helmet of a NCAA quarterback as he describes the classic (if...???) scenario:

You feel the ball slam against your right hand, laces right along your fingers. Your left hand clamps shut on it while you grip it with your right hand. You pivot on your left foot and step back with your right. Both hands are on the ball, you’re holding it near your chest, elbows tucked in, and you’re looking straight downfield.

Your pre-snap cues had signaled an all-out blitz, but it’s a three-man rush, with eight dropping into coverage. Out of the corner of your eye you’re watching the left cornerback. He’s running with your primary receiver.

You crossover with the left, step with the right, you check the safeties. The free safety is cheating a few steps toward you split-end who is running a deep pattern toward the end zone. The strong safety is staying at home, deep right. The right corner is running with your split-end, too. Are they double covering the split-end?

You crossover with your left foot, Two inside linebackers are covering the short areas. You check your third receiver on the progression: your halfback on a comeback route. Will he break off his pattern and find the “seam” between the two linebackers?

You plant with the right. Your front hand pushers the ball back into throwing position. Your arm is cocked.” (Montana & Weiner, 1997, p. 43)
The third variation of the RPD model requires taking in familiar information that is then used to produce a novel action. Here, the information that is available is familiar and adequate; however, the action taken is atypical. Variation 3 introduces mental simulation, which Klein (1999) calls the basis for evaluating courses of action.

“Mental simulation serves several functions in non-routine decision making. It helps to explain the cues and information we have received so that we can figure out how to interpret a situation and diagnose a problem. It helps us to generate expectancies by providing a preview of events as they might unfold and by letting us run through a course of action in our minds so we can prepare for it. And it lets us evaluate a course of action by searching for pitfalls so we can decide whether to adopt it, change it, or look further” (Klein, 1999, p. 89).

Dubbed the “Picasso of Pigskin Perfection” for his renowned improvisational skills (Willes, 2008), future Hall of Famer Brett Favre demonstrates a classic example of variation 3. In a 2008 NCAA playoff game against the Seattle Seahawks, Favre has
correctly read the defense but the heavy pass rush by the Seattle Seahawk defense has caused him to vacate the friendly confines of his pass pocket. As Favre narrowly escapes the clutches of the on-coming defenders, he begins to stumble and fumble forward on the snow-capped Lambeau Field. The only way Favre could complete this pass was to throw an unorthodox underhanded pass to tight end Donald Lee. On the very next play, the Green Bay Packers scored with 26 seconds left on the clock before half-time (Willes, 2008, p. 23).

**RPD in adversarial conditions.** “Decision making in combat is all about intuition and gut reaction,” explains Lieutenant General David Petraeus (Wolgast, 2005, p. 1). Given the competitive environment of professional sports, the researcher is particularly interested in empirical support for the RPD model in adversarial conditions under extreme time constraints.

Major John Schmitt, of the U. S. Marine Corps Reserves, has pointed out that the RPD model asserts that people tend to choose the first reasonable action they consider. Yet in dealing with an adversary who might anticipate your tendencies, this strategy can get the decision maker into trouble. It leads him to take typical, and therefore predictable, actions. Schmitt’s dilemma is that most officers will not put themselves in the position of their adversary, but if one is unlucky to come across an officer who does, such as a Hannibal or a Robert E. Lee, then his recognition primed decision making may get him into trouble (see Klein, 1999, p. 303).

In the NFL or the NCAA, one may replace Hannibal and Lee with the great defensive minds of World Champion Coaches like Tony Dungy (Indianapolis Colts) and Bill Belichick (New England Patriots) and NCAA Champion Pete Carroll formerly of the
USC Trojans. These “ministers of defense” spend hours studying the tendencies of high scoring offenses. “Defenses want you to beat them with what you don’t do well. They want you to play left handed. If you are a passing team and that’s all you do, they will make you run the ball. If you are a running team and that’s all you can do they’ll make you pass the ball” (Friedgen, 2008b, p. 66). Klein (1999) asserts that the RPD strategy is still an accurate description of what people do, but Klein acknowledges that “it has this drawback in adversarial situations that call for deception and not typical predictable action” (p. 23).

Klein (1999) also explains that his “suspicion is that….during the evaluation of a plan by mental simulation, the skilled decision maker will use a sense of predictability to notice that the adversary can easily anticipate their moves, and they will take the necessary precautions” (p. 304).

Boon Kee Soh (2007) addresses Klein’s suspicion in a dissertation that “set out to understand the decision processes used by decision makers in adversarial environment by setting up an adversarial decision making microworld, as an experimental platform, using a real time strategy (RTS) game called Rise of Nations (RON)” (p. 23).

Using a “quarterback planning an offensive drive during a football match” as one example of people making decisions in adversarial environments, Soh set out to answer questions about the decision processes (such as RPD, concurrent or comparison processes) used in adversarial decision making and how cognitive differences may affect decision processes. His objective was to contribute to the validation of recognition-primed decision (RPD) model in a simulated adversarial environment. The researcher was particularly interested in two of the hypotheses which Soh used to address the
objective of the study: (a) All participants will use more RPD processes than normative concurrent processes. This is based on the assumption that the RPD model is valid in the adversarial decision task. If RPD model is valid, then it will be expected that participants will use more RPD processes; and (b) Experienced participants will exhibit a higher proportion of RPD processes than novice participants (between expertise groups and between the trial sessions). The RPD model is based on the recognition process of the decision makers to make quick decisions by recognizing situations rather than using concurrent comparisons of choices. “The study proposed that more experienced decision makers will be able to make more recognition of the processes compared to novice decision makers” (Soh, 2007, p. 75).

Sixteen total participants, eight experts in real-time strategy games (seven males, one female) and eight novices in real-time strategy games (seven males and one female) were recruited to take part in the Soh study. Expertise was determined through a subjective questionnaire. The validation involved the elicitation of the cognitive processes used by participants using process tracing methods. The adversarial environment consisted of a real-time strategy game involving two players playing against each other. The game scenario was a modified version of the computer video game *Rise of Nations* (RON) by Microsoft Game Studios. Participants’ working memory and attention capacity were measured to determine if these two cognitive constructs affected the decision making process. The participants played RON against a human opponent (experimenter) as the decision task.

Using a research design that consisted of observations and interviews of participants, it was observed that PRD processes consisted of almost half (48%) of the
total decision processes used by the participants compared to 20% of concurrent process and the expert group had a higher mean percentage of RPD processes \((M=47.85, SD=17.74)\) than the novices \((M=40.54, SD=20.91)\) in the study (Soh, 2007, p.133). But Soh’s findings do warrant a closer investigation.

Experience and time constraints play a critical role in recognition primed decision making. A Naval fighter pilot engaged in a “dog” fight with an adversary, a chess player playing in “blitz” conditions, or an NCAA quarterback facing an all-out blitz, are competing in theatres of great time pressure. The singular evaluation that uses mental simulation tries to find the first workable option, not necessarily the best. Without time constraints a decision maker will and in some cases should seek to optimize, finding the best course of action. Unfortunately, the researcher does not provide a window into the time constraints inherent in the RON video game.

Additionally, Klein’s (1999) research has found that novices are less likely to use RPD decision making. Soh’s use of a subjective questionnaire could have severely skewed the results of his study. Experience is a critical factor in analyzing expert decision making. Without an objective criteria, it is impossible to know if the interviewee is more than just a self-professed expert, and thus potentially less likely to have the experience needed to effectively use recognition primed decision making in the simulated adversary environment.

One assertion of the RPD model is that time pressure need not cripple the performance of decision makers who have considerable expertise, because they use pattern matching. One study that explored recognitional decision making in an adversary environment is an inquiry by Calderwood, Klein and Crandall (1988) into the effect of
time pressure on skill and move quality in chess. The researchers attempted to answer a simple but compelling question: how good are skilled decision makers under conditions such as time pressure? In contrast to Soh’s study, one of the strengths of this study was the objective criteria for the selection of participants. Six male chess players were recruited from chess clubs based on their USCF tournament ratings. Three were class B and three were rated master. Players are rated based on a system of comparing tournament records (Elo, 1978) that is updated monthly by the United States Chess Federation (USCF). “Based on their performance in tournaments, chess players are given point ratings that are calibrated so that a player whose strength is 200 points higher than another should beat that other player 75 percent of the time. Chess players are rated as international grand masters (above 2,500 points), masters (2,200-2,500), experts (2,000-2,200), class A players (1,800-2,000), class B players (1,600-1,800) class C (1,400-1,600) and class D players (below 1,400) respectively” (Klein, 1999, p. 161). For this study, they compared class B players to masters. Another parallel of this study to the current study’s inquiry is that “unlike many studies comparing skill levels, even the weaker players (class B) represent a level of skill well above novice” (Calderwood et al., 1988, p. 484). In blitz play, each player had only 5 minutes of total playing time (averaging 6 minutes per move).

The most important finding of this study is in the participants’ high quality of moves, even under blitz conditions. The time pressure did not slow the masters down. Six seconds a move, one after another, facing a strong opponent resulted in the move quality hardly changing at all. When research talks of naturalistic decision making, this is what is meant. There is no time to generate lots of options and compare them; there is barely enough time to pick up the piece, move it, release it, and hit the clock. (Klein, 1999, p. 163)
Under the blitz conditions, the masters held their own, whereas the class B players dropped sharply. This shift was statistically significant (Klein, 1999, p. 163). Calderwood et al. (1988) found that masters were able to maintain their relatively higher move quality in the speeded condition while simultaneously generating a substantially greater number of moves, responding to more complex situations, and minimizing poorer moves.

Similarly, Joe Montana, using the acumen of chess masters as an analogy to explain situational awareness, i.e., knowledge of the field, states, “It’s not that their brain can process all that information that quickly, it’s that they recognize the board… and they know how to beat it. They’ve played so many games; they’ve seen it all before” (Montana & Weiner, 1998, p. 23).

Studies done by Holding and Reynolds (1982) and Charness (1989) seem to confirm Montana’s explanation. Their findings showed that chess players look more moves into the future than less skilled players do. Klein asserts that this is not the product of higher intelligence or better memory, but rather the product of experience that allows the expert to better trace a sequence of moves further ahead.

Interestingly, in the Calderwood et al. (1988) study, by not having the class B players compete against the master level player, the authors failed to get a glimpse of the difference in situational awareness among the participants and how that difference may or may not have affected their performance.

Lastly, while the study gave us a clearer window into how time constraints affect the performance of the expert versus the near-expert player, it did not address the decision making processes used by the participants especially in the blitz conditions.
Most notably missing was an analysis of a strategy called singular evaluation.

“Singular evaluation means evaluating each option on its own merits, even if we cycle through several possibilities” (Klein, 1999, p. 20). Klein (1999) artfully distinguished between comparative and singular evaluation. “When you order from a menu, you probably compare the different items to find the one you want the most. You are performing a comparative evaluation because you are trying to see if one item seems tastier than the others. In contrast, if you are in an unfamiliar neighborhood and you notice your car is low on gasoline, you start searching for service stations and stop at the first reasonable place you find. You do not need the best service station in town” (p. 20).

The difference between singular and comparative evaluation is linked to the research of Nobel Prize winner Herbert Simon.

Simon (1957) identified a decision strategy he called satisficing: selecting the first option that works. Satisficing is different from optimizing, which means trying to come up with the best strategy. Optimizing is hard and it takes a long time. Satisficing is more efficient. The singular evaluation strategy is based on satisficing. Simon used the concept of satisficing to describe the decision behavior of businesspeople. The strategy makes even more sense for expert decision makers operating under extreme time constraints. (Klein, 1999, p. 20)

Another study (Klein, Wolf, Militello, & Zsambok, 1995) examined a more detailed question, designed to test the RPD model itself. “The model claims that skilled decision makers can generate feasible courses of action as the first ones they consider, so there is no need to generate lots of options. Can skilled decision makers do this? If not, then the rationale for the RPD model disappears” (Klein, 1999, p. 164).

Klein et al. (1995) hypothesized “that skilled decision makers generate satisfactory options as the first ones they consider, thereby avoiding the need to perform extensive generation and evaluation” (p. 63). Thus, the purpose of the Klein et al. (1995)
study was to build on our understanding of the option generation process by examining whether subjects are able to generate feasible options as the first ones considered.

The researchers in that study claim that “a simple means by which we can determine whether subjects are generating reasonable options early in the sequence is to compare the quality of these options against the quality of a complete set of options for some finite problem space” (Klein et al., 1995, p. 64). Thus their major hypothesis is that subjects will generate options in an ordered fashion based on move quality, not randomly.

The position of the researchers was that if options are randomly generated then, on average, the first option an individual formulates should be better than the tenth, or the twentieth that comes to mind. If there is an ordered generation of options, then the initial ones should be the strongest, and the last ones should be the weakest. They posit that subjects will use a serial evaluation strategy thereby limiting the size of the set to a small number of reasonable options.

Sixteen subjects (all males) participated in the Klein et al. (1995) study. They were divided into two groups of skill level based on the United States Chess Federation (USCF) rating system. Eight individuals were rated between 1150 and 1600 (class C) and were placed in the medium skill level group. Another group of eight individuals with a rating of 1700-2150 (class A) were placed in the high skill level group.

In the experiment, the researchers presented some mid-game positions to players and asked them to think aloud while they studied each one, up to the point where they had selected a move. The participants were asked to share their thinking process aloud, especially the first move they considered. This was the same experimental method
de Groot (1978) used in his research; the major difference being that de Groot’s study used objective data ratings for all the legal moves.

The objectivity for each move came by way of a chess master who selected four board positions, from mid-game or early end-game positions and had a panel of chess masters rate the moves made by the participants.

A chi-square analysis of both subjective move quality (as provided by the participants) and objective move quality (based on the analysis of panel of chess grand masters), supported the hypothesis that the moves were not being randomly selected. Additionally, the participants rated 75% of their first move as 3 or above, showing that the participants were fairly satisfied with the initial moves they considered. The grand masters concurred, rating 64% of the first moves as accepted. “Had the players in the experiment been sampling randomly from the possible legal moves, they would have had the same ratio: about one sixth of their first moves would have received points” (Klein, 1999, p. 167).

In chess, it is important to find the best move, not just a good one, so players do continue to search for the best options, yet the researchers found that for the most part, they settled on the first option they had thought of, even after considering some others. Interestingly, in this study even the weaker players generated reasonable options as the first ones they thought of.

Klein (1998) acknowledges two major objections to this experiment. The first is that the findings are obvious. Everyone knows people can generate feasible options as the first they consider. The second objection is that the players may have thought of really bad moves that they never told the researchers, to which Klein counters that these
findings are not so obvious to professional trainers, who teach problem solving skills by insisting that people generate large sets of options to do a good job. He asserts that if the results were so obvious, the instructors in these courses would not be presenting their seminars! As to the second objection, he acknowledges that the think-aloud method was subjective and that it could affect his findings. The researcher of the present study argues that the objective criteria provided by the grand masters supported those subjective findings, but Klein delves deeper into the objection by asking us to seriously consider what it means to accept the contention that people might generate a full set of options at each choice point. He asserts that if one has to generate all of the different actions available to him subconsciously each time he leads to a choice point, then he will not have time to make many decisions each day.

Raab, de Oliveira, and Heinen (2009) support Klein’s assertions by arguing that people perceive their possibilities for action and generated options without “extensive and costly cognitive processes” (p.49). Espousing an ecological perspective, the authors offer the following explanation, “people perceive options in the relationship between themselves and relevant environmental information” (p. 49). They add that although people can normally perceive their options directly from the environment, there are instances where options are not directly available but instead need to be generated. When information is scarce, unspecific, or unfamiliar, people still use the available information to generate valid and appropriate options from which to choose.

While the data supported the hypothesis put forth by the researchers -- namely that although chess players seek to find the best option, the first options generated are quality moves for both experienced and novice players, and that the moves are not
randomly selected -- the study fell short of answering the singular evaluation question for chess players in time constrained “blitz” conditions. The study addressed the quality of moves in time constrained conditions; an important addition would have been to address how often singular or comparative evaluation strategies were used in these same conditions.

**Situation awareness and the RPD model.** Klein explains that the RPD model offers an account of situation awareness. It presents several aspects of situation awareness that emerge once a person recognizes a situation. These are the relevant cues that need to be monitored, the plausible goals to pursue and actions to consider, as well as the expectancies.

For the first variation, the recognition of the situation is sufficient to evoke a course of action. The second variation requires effort to determine how to interpret the situation in order to know how to proceed. In the third variation, the SA generates a course of action that is evaluated; sometimes the evaluation will identify aspects of the situation that result in a better understanding of the dynamics.

Inherent in Klein’s explanation of situation awareness is an emphasis on a person’s ability to understand a context rather than just the ability to accurately recall disconnected data elements. But, “it is important to note that the RPD model does not address all of the concerns of naturalistic decision making. While the model addresses situation assessment and recognition in the decision making, it does not cover issues of managing workload and attention” (Klein, 1999, p. 102). For a more in-depth look at role of situation awareness in naturalistic decision making, the researcher turned to research being conducted Dr. Mica Endsley.
Endsley’s situation awareness model. Endsley’s (1995) model of Situation Awareness is the most widely known account of SA and bears a strong resemblance to the RPD model. Endsley (1988) defines situation awareness as “the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of the status in the near future” (p. 97).

Similar to RPD, this model conceptualizes decision making as a recognition and reasoning process of serially matching situation with appropriate action (Lipshitz & Ben Shaul, 1997, p. 296). However, Endsley’s model includes the “two hypothetical constructs that do not appear in the RPD, memory and attention” (Klein, 1997b, p.287).

Endsley (2000a) distinguished the three levels of situation awareness as the detection of the environment’s relevant elements (Level 1 SA), the comprehension of the elements’ meaning (Level 2 SA), and the projection of the elements’ status into the future (Level 3 SA).

Level 1 SA: Perception. Level 1 Perception of cues is fundamentally concerned with what elements are present, where they are located, and how fast they are moving. Without a basic perception of important information, the odds of forming an incorrect picture of the situation increase dramatically. Jones and Endsley (1996) found that 76% of SA errors in pilots could be traced to problems in the perception of needed information (due to either failures or shortcomings in the system or problems with cognitive processes). It is important to note that the inclusion of all objects may not be necessary when measuring accuracy of SA, but without recourse to Level 2 SA, it is difficult to determine which objects are relevant. There is also the issue of how to represent context. Klein (2000) states that “context is not simply the inclusion of more elements; it is the
framework for understanding the elements, and that only comes into play in Level 2 SA. This is why Level 2 SA is so critical: to allow us to emphasize context. Measures of Level 1 SA may be misleading if they suggest that SA is only the sum of the elements that correctly recalled. Your situation awareness determines how you will search the Level 1 elements” (p. 52-53).

**Level 2 SA: Comprehension.** Endsley concurs with Klein, explaining that “SA as a construct goes beyond mere perception. It encompasses how people combine, interpret, store, and retain information. The second level is where meaning enters” (Endsley, 2000b, p. 7). This is where diagnoses are made (e.g., Endsley & Robertson, 1996) and patterns are detected. To achieve Level 2 SA, a person must synthesize a diverse mixture of events and determine their relevance to their goals. Twenty percent of SA errors were found to involve problems with Level 2 SA (Jones & Endsley, 1996).

Flach (1995) pointed out that “the construct of situation awareness demands that the problem of meaning be tackled head-on. Meaning must be considered both in the sense of subjective interpretation (awareness) and in the sense of objective significance or importance (situation)” (p. 3). A person with Level 2 SA has been able to derive operationally relevant meaning and significance from the label 1 SA data perceived. As Flach pointed out, this aspect of SA sets it apart from earlier psychological research and places it squarely in the realm of ecological realism. For a more in-depth discussion on ecological theories and situation awareness, see Endsley, 2004 (p. 325-328).

Endsley’s Level 2 SA would map directly to Klein’s RPD model as the recognition of the situation itself, particularly as it leads to a determination of the most important cues, the relevant goals, and the reasonable actions.
**Level 3 SA: Projection.** Endsley’s Level 3 SA, the projection forward into the future, is represented within the RPD model as the expectancies generated once a situation is recognized as typical. “A person can only achieve Level 3 SA by having a good understanding of the situation (Level 2 SA) and the functioning and dynamics of the system they are working with” (Endsley, 2000b, p. 18). “At the highest level of SA, the ability to forecast future situation events and dynamics (Level 3 SA) marks individuals who have the highest level of understanding of the situation” (Endsley, 2006, p. 635). “This ability to project from current events and dynamics to anticipate future events [and their implications] allows for timely decision making. Experts rely heavily on future projections as a hallmark of skilled performance” (Yates & Tschirhart, 2006). In an examination of errors in aviation, only 6% of SA errors were found to fall into this category (Jones & Endsley, 1996). Endsley explains that this is probably due to significant difficulties in obtaining Level 1 and Level 2 SA in this domain, rather than any ease in developing good Level 3 SA. “Without sufficient expertise or well-designed information systems and user interfaces, people may fail at the early stages of SA, never progressing to Level 3” (Endsley, 2000b, p.19).

**The importance of time in achieving SA.** “Time, both the perception of time and the temporal dynamics associated with events, plays an important role in the formulation of SA. A critical part of SA is often the understanding of how much time is available until some event occurs or some action must be taken. The phrase “within a volume of space and time” contained in the definition of SA derives from the fact that operators constrain the parts of the world (or situation) that are of interest to them based not only on space (how far away some element is), but also on how soon that element
will have an impact on the operators goals and tasks” (Endsley, 2000b, p. 7). The rate at which information changes is that part of SA regarding the current situation that also allows for the projection of future situations (Endsley, 1988). Endsley highlighted a myriad of studies in diverse domains that provide empirical support for the important role that time plays in situation awareness (Endsley, Farley, Jones, Midkiff & Hansman, 1998; Endsley & Roberston, 1996; Endsley & Rodgers, 1994), leading Klein (2000) to conclude that “the processes described by Endsley appear to be relevant for describing some aspects of decision making” (p. 57).

**Expertise and situation awareness.** Many of Endsley’s and Klein studies build on the framework that supports a development of expertise in players of many sports at many levels, as well as other occupations which demand expert performance.

“In thinking about expertise, we often focus on skilled physical performance (e.g., the world-class tennis player or gymnast) or skilled decision making (e.g., the chess grandmaster). In addition to these aspects of performance, however, situation awareness (SA), an up-to-date understanding of the world around them, forms a critical cornerstone for expertise in most domains, from driving to aviation to military operations to medical practice to the pocket of a NCAA quarterback [italics added]. The characteristics that allow people to develop high levels of SA often develop silently alongside more observable features like skilled physical performance, even in tasks such as sports that are considered primarily physical in nature” (Endsley, 2006, p. 633).

“Situation awareness plays… an important role in domains where there are many factors to keep track of and these factors can change quickly and interact in complex ways. Effective decision making depends on high levels of SA, and thus so does effective performance” (Endsley, 2006, p. 634). Endsley (2006) presents the Situation Awareness Model as the “critical component to expert performance and addresses the factors that allow it to improve with the development of expertise in a domain” (p. 634).
Schemata and mental models in recognition primed decision making.

Lipshitz and Ben Shaul (1997) used a study of expert and novice Israel Defense Force gunboat commanders in a high-fidelity simulator to inquire about the role of schemata (abstract cognitive structures that guide the construction of mental models) and mental models (specific situation representations) in recognition primed decision making. The researchers observed two experts and six novices on three standard yet challenging scenarios designed to tax the decision making ability of the most highly skilled and experienced commanders.

To make sense of their observations, the researchers chose Klein’s RPD model because “trainees make decisions principally on the basis of what they see, and the model has a strong perceptual (i.e., recognition) component” (p. 297). Their observations were consistent with the RPD model. “For example, both experts and novices combined situation assessment with serial option evaluation, but experts conducted more thorough situation assessment and referred to imagined friendly and enemy actions, whereas novices focused on their own actions and reacted to the display on their screens” (Lipshitz & Ben Shaul, 1997, p. 297).

Lipshitz and Ben Shaul highlighted five key findings that emerged from the data:

1. Experts collected more information on the situation before making a decision.
2. Experts engaged in a more efficient information search.
3. Experts “read” the situation more accurately.
4. Experts made fewer bad decisions.
5. Experts communicated more frequently and elaborately with friendly units.
In explaining that “experts ‘read’ the situation more accurately,” the researchers found that the experts were better able to distinguish between legitimate and bogus enemy targets and to deploy their boats to deal effectively with enemy targets. In contrast, one novice mistook a blip left by a flock of birds for an enemy boat, and literally chased the wind. Another inexperienced trainee miscalculated the distances between two of the targets and ended up trying to process all that was there single handedly. This observation is consistent with anecdotal evidence of how expert quarterbacks “read” the defense (Montana & Weiner, 1998; Anderson, 1995). It is also aligned with models of naturalistic decision making which link situation assessment acumen and decision making expertise to the ability to construct more accurate mental models of the situation (Endsley, 1995a; 1995b; Klein et al. 1993; Lipshitz, 1993; Reason, 1987).

But Lipshitz and Ben Shaul (1997) believe “mental models cannot be reduced to a set of cue, goals, and expectations” (p. 300), and raise the following question: “to what extent the RPD model and two hypothetical constructs schema and mental models are compatible?” (p. 297). The differences between the SA model and RPD are so subtle that Lipshitz and Ben Shaul suspect that schemata and mental models are in fact implicit in the RPD model. However, they acknowledge two important points: that Klein clearly thinks that recognition-primed decision making can be modeled without referring explicitly to these hypothetical constructs (p. 300), and that studying mental models and schemata “involves inferring the existence and nature of entities that cannot be empirically proven to exist” (Rouse, Cannon-Bowers, & Salas, 1992, p. 1304).

**Reconciling ecological psychology with Endsley’s SA model.** While Lipshitz and Ben Shaul argue for the inclusion of hypothetical constructs of attention and memory
in recognition primed decision making. Ecological Psychology, a strand of research related to Naturalistic Decision Making, explicitly rejects these cognitive considerations. Ecological psychology sees interaction and experience with the environment as the cornerstone of recognition primed decision making. Gibson’s (1966) theory of affordances, which espouses the bi-directional link between the observer and the environment, is intuitively appealing in the domain of the quarterback. The football environment is 53 and 1/3 yards in width and 120 yards in length. But the difference in the width of the hash marks on the high school, college and NFL field present unique constraints and affordances on each level. For instance the high school field has wider hash marks. When the ball is placed on the left hash the defense has to defend a much larger area to the wide side of the field. These differences would represent different affordances to the quarterback, with affordances being defined as “what the environment has to offer the quarterback.”

Gibson’s (1966) position that “the quarterback is a perceiver of the environment and a behaver in the environment” (p. 8) seems to be congruent with Endsley’s description of Level 2 SA which “goes beyond simply being aware of the elements which are present to include an understanding of the significance of those elements in light of pertinent quarterback goals. Based upon knowledge of Level 1 elements, particularly when put together to form patterns with the other elements (gestalt), the decision maker can form a holistic picture of the environment, comprehending the significance of objects and events” (Endsley, 1995b, p. 37).

These two bodies of work have considerable similarity in their focus on quarterback goals and meaning. In the language of ecological psychology, this is in
terms of affordances. In SA, the comprehension of the elements is all about meaning which derives from the quarterbacks’ goals. Lastly, while Endsley refers to SA as a cognitive construct, it is her SAGAT methodology that allows the quarterback coach to get an objective assessment of a quarterback’s mental model. The researcher concurs with Endsley (2004) that there are many similarities between these two approaches to situation assessment and serially generated actions and has positioned this inquiry to find common grounds of “unification.” This is not a totally altruistic endeavor; the researcher acknowledges that it will be much more appealing to talk about objective and observable measures of SA within the realm of the National Collegiate Athletic Association than to pontificate about the hypothetical constructs of attention and memory.

**Pattern recognition.** “Pattern recognition is defined as the act of taking in raw data and taking an action based on the ‘category’ of the pattern” (Duda, Hart, & Stark, 2001, p. 1). The process of pattern matching is related to Level 2 (understanding) of situation awareness. This is where the subject begins to make meaning out of the cues from the environment. Endsley (2000b) explains that people use a process called pattern matching to link cues taken in from the current situation to schemata to pick the best match from those available (p. 22). But she adds that SA is not totally dependent on process matching and calls for further studies into the link between SA and pattern matching (Endsley & Bolstad, 1994). Klein suggests that this pattern matching can be trained and that Variation 1 of the RPD model is the result. Yet, there is a paucity of research related to pattern matching in real-time or simulated, time constrained, adversarial conditions. The researcher endeavored to find a study or studies that investigated pattern recognition in the domain of football.
Valeriote (1984) conducted the only known study which attempted to explicitly investigate the relationship between pattern matching and the speed and accuracy of skilled and unskilled in the domain of collegiate football.

Using a verbal response method to analyze the latency of response among collegiate defensive backs in their attempts to “key” the offensive guard to ascertain if the play is a run or pass, the author found no difference in where the defensive backs focused their attention and no difference in their utilization of early cues.

He did however find a significant difference in the mean verbal reaction time (experts) 838 ms ± 30 (SEM) and novice 965 ms ± 40 (SEM), yet there was no significant difference among skilled and novice participants in the error rate. This led the author to deduce through subtraction logic that the difference in reaction time was the result of pattern matching or decision making.

Valeriote’s use of advanced eye-tracking, random trials, i.e., partial and full cues, and blanked screens were similar to a SAGAT simulation trial. However, the present researcher provides a couple of words of caution. A total of 100% of the skilled participants had a 50% error rate, which is the most amazing, if not the most significant statistic in the study. Errors this high would not be tolerated on the field.

Secondly, defining skill vs. novice is a slippery slope that must be navigated properly, lest it skew the results of a well-designed study. Valeriote uses experience and a coach’s subjective opinion to address skill vs. novice; strangely, novice # 2 had a reaction time that was faster than two of the skilled participants. Situation Awareness and Decision Making are the cornerstones of expert performance but not the only variables. There are many quarterbacks who can expertly read coverages, but do not
have Brett Farve-type arm strength. It is possible for a coach to surmise, incorrectly, that a novice’s poor performance is connected to poor utilization of cues; in fact, although a player may be able to see what is happening, he may not have the physical ability to capitalize on what he is seeing.

Lastly, many times it is not possible to conduct a study *in-situ* in the wide world of sports. But in this case, Valeriote missed a golden opportunity. In lieu of a verbal response time, and similar to previous studies, the defensive backs could have executed their normal drops in coverage, maybe in a gymnasium, as they viewed the video tape. Their “live” reaction time could have been observed and recorded. Skilled performance in this endeavor is not “see and tell,” but rather “see and react to the ball.”

**Designing virtual simulation to enhance SA in sport.**

“I’ve got a guy coming in next week to talk to me about virtual reality that would probably let the quarterback use a simulator to prepare for reading the defense. *The more the quarterback can see, the more he can read.*”

--- Ralph Friedgen (2008a), Head Football Coach, Maryland Terrapins

Dr. Gary Klein, renowned scholar in time constrained decision making suggests that it may be fruitful to study SA in the context of decision making incidents (both actual and simulated). The context affects the way the aspects of SA are defined. Instead of studying the question of what -- what is the content of a person’s SA? -- we can study the question of how -- how the SA affects action. In doing so, we can identify some of the important aspects of SA -- those that impact judgments and decisions.
Klein explains that “experts see the things the rest of us cannot, and often experts do not realize that the rest of us are unable to detect what seems obvious to them” (1999, p. 147). Klein (1999) believes that this situation awareness expertise, particularly the part that involves pattern matching and recognition of familiar and typical cases, can be trained. Klein states that “if you want people to size up situations quickly and accurately, you need to expand their experience base” (p. 42). He espouses training programs with exercises and realistic scenarios, so the person has a chance to size up numerous situations very quickly. He asserts that “a good simulation can sometimes provide more training value than direct experience. A good simulation lets you stop the action, back up to see what went on, and cram many trials together so a person can develop a sense of typicality” (p. 43).

“If the purpose is to train people in time-pressured decision making, we might require that the trainee make rapid responses rather that ponder all the implications. If we can present many situations an hour, several hours a day, for days or weeks, we should be able to improve the trainee’s ability to detect familiar patterns. The design of the scenarios is critical, since the goal is to show many common cases to facilitate recognition of typicality along with different types of rare cases so trainees will be prepared for these as well” (Klein, 1999, p. 30).

“The difficulties associated with assessing SA in sport are primarily concerned with deriving measures that retain ecological validity as well as capturing the diversity of the sporting situations” (James & Patrick, 2004, p. 312). Ward, Williams and Hancock (2006) provide a myriad of virtual simulation tools and environments that may offer an excellent solution to this dilemma. The range and type of possible simulation environments include Computer-Aided Virtual Environment (CAVE) systems, high fidelity simulations of complex systems (e.g., a commercial passenger jet simulator), scaled worlds (e.g., Military Operations in Urban Terrain (MOUT) facilities), synthetic
environments (e.g., computational models of a task), virtual realities (e.g., immersive systems and head mounted displays), augmented realities (e.g., supplementary systems such as navigational aids) and more (see Goldiez, Ahmad, & Hancock, 2007), including simulated task environments (e.g., representative “real-world” tasks recreated using mechanical, video, or computer technology); for a review, see Gray (2002). “Although these technologies have been developed primarily for purposes other than understanding, measuring and training complex cognitive processes, they can be put to that purpose” (Ward et al., 2006, p. 244).

“A number of virtual realities have been created that simulate the sporting environment, such as EasyBowl, a virtual bowling game machine; the Pro Tee Golf simulator, an immersive golf simulator and the Virtual Football Trainer, a CAVE-based American football simulation” (Ward et al., 2006, p. 248). However, to be effective in measuring and training situation awareness and decision making of collegiate quarterbacks, the technologies must evolve into systems that provide the experiences that quarterbacks need to accomplish their goal directed tasks. “An important question to ask is whether the increased physical fidelity and cost of such systems increases their benefit to performance compared to video-or PC-based simulations” (Salas, Bowers, & Rhodenizer, 1998).

Using a fully immersive VR apparatus (Yang et al., 2005) that allows 360-degree, real-time motion capture of people and objects, Bailenson et al. (2008) addressed the benefit to performance question by examining some of the unique affordances of VR and learning by comparing participants who learn Tai Chi from a three-dimensional digital teacher while in an immersive VR simulator to ones who learn Tai Chi from a video-like
simulation. In both studies, participants learned three separate Tai-Chi moves from a recorded teacher and were tested on those moves as well as given questionnaires on their learning experience. Bailenson, Patel, Nielsen, Bajcsy, Jung, & Kurillo (2008) demonstrated that immersive VR provides better learning of physical movements than a two-dimensional video. As technology and our understanding of how to leverage the interactive aspects of that technology improves, they explain, greater gains in learning should result (Bailenson et al., p. 23).

**Training and situation awareness in sport.** “The thing that makes a good quarterback is how fast and accurate he can make a decision. If a quarterback has great physical tools, but can’t make a decision, he will not win for you” (Friedgen, 2008b, p.68). Yet there in no empirical evidence or theory to inform the practice of training quarterbacks in how to improve their decision making ability.

“Historically, training strategies in sport have been based on intuition and emulation rather than on evidence-based practice” (Ward et al., 2006, p. 252). “This doctrine discourages coaches from explicitly investing time in the types of training that could be considered intangible (i.e., perceptual-cognitive skills such as anticipation and decision making)” (Ward et al., 2006, p. 255).

Ericsson, Krampe and Tesch-Romer (1993) concluded that the most effective learning occurs through involvement in a highly structured activity defined as deliberate practice. According to Ericsson, Krampe and Tesch-Romer, engagement in deliberate practice requires effort, generates no immediate rewards, and is motivated by the goal of improving performance rather than inherent enjoyment. The researchers demonstrated that expert performance in music was the product of extensive deliberate practice rather
than being the result of innate abilities. They suggested that to achieve expert performance, deliberate practice has to be sustained over a period of at least 10 years (also see Cote, Baker & Abernethy, 2003, p. 94).

Aspects of the Ericsson et al. (1993) theory of deliberate practice has been verified in the sport domains of soccer (Helsen, Starkes, & Hodges, 1998), karate (Hodges & Deakin, 1998), wrestling (Hodges & Starkes, 1996), figure skating (Starkes, Deakin, Allard, Hodges, & Hayes, 1996) and basketball (Baker, Cote & Abernethy, 2003).

“The emerging picture from such studies is that ten thousand hours of practice is required to achieve the level of mastery associated with being a world class expert -- in anything,” writes the neurologist Daniel Levitin (2007, p. 197), who points out experts in basketball, hockey, and ice skating, as well as chess players, concert pianists and even master criminals.

But this does not answer why some people get more out of their practice sessions than others do. Sosniak (1985) suggested that although time engagement in the actual domain of expertise was a crucial factor to learning for those involved in the study, it alone was not sufficient to ensure high levels of performance in the domain. Sosniak stated: “What a learner does, how he or she does it, and how things change as the years pass are certainly more important variables than the absolute amount of time spent at an activity” (p. 409). Salas et al. (1998) concur, pointing out that “more” is not necessarily “better,” and the way in which the simulation is implemented during training is of greater importance than the simulation itself. Recognizing that the capabilities now offered by simulation have created unlimited opportunities for sports training, they explain that “a
key question to ask is whether training under simulated conditions is actually useful in improving ‘real-world’ performance and at what cost” (Salas et al., 1998).

“The research on training perceptual-cognitive skills have been shown to be highly amenable to practice and instruction. Additionally, results from research by Ward et al. (2006) and Bailenson et al. (2008) have shown that “the transfer of training from a simulation can be very effective at improving performance on the criterion task” (Ward, et al., 2006). Moreover, the research suggests that such skills are vital to successful performance (e.g., Helsen & Starkes, 1999; Ward & Williams, 2003).


Given the significant role of highly automatized motor movements in sport activities, many aspects of the game may not be available to conscious awareness. Yet, anecdotal information from expert players (e.g., sports interviews with professional athletes) also demonstrates a high level of cognitive awareness of certain strategic aspects of the game that also bear examination. It would be interesting to see if the higher levels of SA can also be tapped into in sports studies. (Endsley, 2004, p. 333)

By conducting a systematic analysis of the situation awareness requirements in the pocket of the NCAA quarterback, and evaluating the ability of the PlayAction PC to be used as a SAGAT Simulation tool, this study aims to empirically support the use of
Dr. Endsley’s (1995a) Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT), as a global tool to assess situation awareness in the domain of sports.

Summary

The recognition primed decision making model of Klein presents an intuitively, implicitly appealing scaffold for understanding the dynamic, time constrained, adversarial domain of a collegiate quarterback. Vickers eloquently positions the RPD model in the perception, cognition and decision making process inherent in sports. But this theory has never been explicitly applied in the domain of American football.

Research conducted by Endsley gives us a broader framework for understanding the construct of situation awareness in recognition primed decision making and a valid and reliable methodology to objectively measure it. But again, neither Endsley’s definition of situation awareness nor her methodology has been applied to American football.

Erickson sheds some light on role of deliberate practice in the acquisition of situation awareness expertise. Salas adds that it’s not just how much you practice but the quality of your practice. As Lombardi once said, “it’s not how much you practice but how much you practice it the right way!” This manuscript takes a look at the process of situation assessment, the product of situation awareness expertise in the domain of football, and the potential role of virtual simulation in assessing this expertise.

And finally, the researcher asks, what is the product of all that deliberate practice? One must surmise that the answer is embedded in the phenomenon of pattern matching. The researcher found only one study that empirically investigated pattern matching in the
domain of football, and this study was from the defensive side of the football. Hence, the current investigation has much to offer in understanding these phenomena.

Down, Set, Hut; *View from the Virtual Pocket* now goes inside the offensive huddle to understand the decision making theory, situation assessment process and deliberate practice and preparation involved expertly executing an aerial hypothesis and to explore the potential role of virtual simulation in measuring and training this expertise.
Chapter 3

*View from the Virtual Pocket* is a proof of concept study in which a theoretical proposition about situation awareness in time constrained decision making is wedded to the affordances of a computer based simulation to ascertain if the real-world decision making in the pocket of an NCAA quarterback can be modeled successfully for simulation based learning.

**Research Questions**

The researcher used the Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT) for the purposes of (a) analyzing and the situation awareness requirements for expert decision making and (b) to empirically assess the viability of using a computer based football simulator as a SAGAT simulation tool. The SAGAT technique is a widely tested and validated metric that has been used to objectively measure SA in a variety of time constrained, adversarial domains that seem to mirror that of the collegiate quarterback.

To understand the role of situation awareness in the decision making and performance of NCAA quarterbacks and to explore the potential of virtual simulation as a tool to measure and train situation awareness, the following questions were explored: (a) What are the situation awareness requirements for expert decision making in the domain of the NCAA quarterback? (b) Do the affordances of virtual simulation provide the information required to effectively measure the situation awareness of NCAA quarterbacks?
This research represents the first systematic SA requirements analysis in the domain of football. These questions are important to the system designer seeking to create SA-oriented design principles in the dynamic domain of sports and to the athletic coach and player seeking to incorporate evidence based practice into their decision training regiments.

**Research design.** To answer these questions, this study used a methodology called the Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique to analyze the information requirements of NCAA quarterbacks, to develop queries designed to measure their situation awareness, and to evaluate the ability of an innovative football simulator to be used as a tool to measure and train situation awareness. The Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT) is a global tool developed to assess situation awareness across all of its elements, based on a comprehensive assessment of operator SA requirements (Endsley, 1988; 2000a; 2000b).

The researcher’s decision to select the SAGAT technique to empirically study situation awareness in the domain of football was based on the ability of the metric to objectively measure situation awareness, and the technique’s high degree of content and predictive validity in studies marked by a time constrained, adversarial environment.

The first step in the process used a cognitive task analysis called a Goal Directed Task Analysis (GDTA). In general, “the GDTA focuses on (a) the basic goals of the operator, (b) the major decisions that need to be made to accomplish these goals, and the (c) SA requirements of each decision; the GDTA seeks to determine what operators would ideally like to know to meet each goal, even if that information is not available with current technology; the ideal information is the focus of the analysis” (Endsley,
Bolté, & Jones, 2003, p. 65). The process begins with an unstructured or semi-structured interview with subject matter experts to ascertain the Goals, Decisions and Situation Awareness requirements in a given domain. Once the interviews are completed, the information is organized into a relational hierarchy of Goals, Decisions and Information Requirements. The Goal Driven Task Analysis is then validated by the larger group of subject matter experts. Based on the GDTA, a list of SAGAT queries is created. The queries are then categorized into three levels of situation awareness, perception, understanding and projection.

Next the SAGAT probes are programmed into a SAGAT simulation tool. A SAGAT simulation tool must have the following characteristics: provide a realistic dynamic environment (ecological validity), be able to stop at randomly selected intervals, be able to make system displays go blank, and dynamically administer SAGAT probes to the participant. The displayed probes correspond to the participant’s situation awareness at an exact moment in time. The participant’s responses are scored either electronically or using pencil and paper according to pre-determined guidelines. In some cases, because situation awareness can be such a multi-dimensional construct, one or more subject matter experts also participate in scoring the participant responses.

This process has been shown to have a high degree of content and predictive validity. Additionally, the probes that result from this process have been shown to be sensitive and reliable.

Vidulich (2000) conducted a meta-analysis to establish the basic sensitivity of four types of SA metrics: performance based, memory probes, subjective ratings and physiological. The SAGAT technique is considered a memory probe metric that uses a
wide breadth of questions. Approximately 10% of the studies were considered a memory probe metric. If the SA measurement technique is sensitive to SA, then a high proportion of successful outcomes should occur. In this context, a “successful” outcome referred to the interface manipulation that was intended to improve SA having a statistically significant effect (at the 0.05 level) in the predicted direction. A measure was considered sensitive if the 95% confidence interval around the proportion of that measure’s positive outcomes was completely above the 50% level. All of the studies that used a wide breadth of questions had a 95% confidence interval over the 50% level. This suggests that the SAGAT technique has a high level of sensitivity when using a broad range of questions.

Endlsey and Bolstad (1994), using a simulated air-to-air combat environment, investigated the link between the Situation Awareness (locate the target) and Performance (kill the target) of experienced former military fighter pilots. The researcher found that pilots with a higher knowledge of each target’s location at the time of a SAGAT stop were twice as likely to later destroy the target’s aircraft.

In another study of situation awareness in an air-to-air combat simulated environment, Endsley and Bolstad (1994) reported on the reliability of the SAGAT scores of four individual pilots across 36 measurement points. The subject’s situation awareness was measured in relationship to their knowledge of the location of enemy aircraft. Test-retest reliability scores for each participant were calculated at 0.99, 0.92, 0.98, and 0.98, respectively, indicating a fairly high level of stability for situation awareness within the subjects.
The high levels of validity and reliability are the result of tightly woven steps that culminate in questions designed to measure situation awareness at three levels perception, understanding and projection.

**Limitations of the method.** The concern surrounding SAGAT which has been most noted in the literature has been the issue of the intrusiveness of the freezes during a simulation in order to collect data. In an effort to allay concerns about the intrusiveness of the SAGAT stops, Endsley (2000a) conducted a study that investigated “whether operator performance could be affected by the mere threat of a stop to collect SAGAT data” (p. 164). “One third of the subjects, participating in a simulated air-to-air fighter sweep mission, were told that only performance would be measured and no SAGAT stops would be made. Two thirds of the subjects were told that there might be a stop to select SAGAT data in addition to performance measures” (p. 162).

Half of these trials were stopped at random points to collect data. Half were not stopped. Each of the six participants completed the trials under each of the three conditions: no stop / none expected; no stop / stop expected; stop / stop expected. Analysis of variance was used to evaluate the effort of the test conditions on two performance measures of aircraft kills and losses. The test condition had no significant impact on either performance measure, supporting the null hypothesis; a stop or even the threat of a stop to collect SAGAT data did not have a significant impact on performance.

Although it is never possible to “prove” the null hypothesis (SAGAT does not influence performance), all of the studies conducted so far indicate that it does not appear to significantly influence performance (Endsley, 2000a, p. 164).
The most widely used objective measure of situation awareness, SAGAT has been shown to have good levels of criterion, construct, and predictive validity. This inquiry is replicating use of the Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique in the domain of football.

**Overview of Study Phases**

The present study unfolds in five phases: semi-structured interviews, goal-directed task analysis, situation awareness global assessment questions, programming the virtual simulator, and using the PlayAction Simulator PC as a SAGAT simulator tool. An overview of these five phases of the methodology is provided here as a framework for understanding the processes of the study, and then the phases are described again individually in more detail later in this chapter for insight into the details of the methodological processes employed.

**Semi-structured interviews.** The results of Phases I, II, and III provide the answer to the first research question concerning the situation awareness requirements for expert decision making in the domain of the NCAA quarterback. In Phase I, the researcher conducted five voice recorded, semi-structured, emergent interviews with five record-setting NCAA coaches and quarterbacks in an attempt to uncover the information requirements for completing the cognitively demanding task of reading and recognizing complex NCAA defenses. Using the guidelines of a goal directed task analysis, the codification and analysis of the interview data identified the goals a quarterback is attempting to achieve in order to accomplish his mission, the decisions that must be made in order to accomplish these goals, and the specific information that is needed to support
these decisions (Endsley et al., 2003). The results of the analysis are presented in five separate color coded interview charts, as seen in Figure 5 below.

| Name: _____________________ |
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*Figure 5. Interview recording chart*

**Goal directed task analysis.** In Phase II, the results of the individual interviews were synthesized and compiled into a finalized Goal Directed Task Analysis Chart, as seen in Figure 6 below. This analysis yielded the situation awareness requirements for the collegiate Run and Shoot quarterback.
Figure 6. Goal directed task analysis chart

**Situation awareness global assessment questions.** Using the situation awareness requirements developed in the goal directed task analysis, the researcher developed queries designed to measure the situation awareness of a collegiate quarterback. The Situation Awareness Global Assessment questions were then categorized according to the three levels of situation awareness postulated by (Endsley, 1995b), which are Level 1 (perception), Level 2 (understanding), and Level 3 (projection). These activities comprised Phase III of the study.

The development and quality of psychometrically sound queries is an essential step in the process and a prime determinant of the effectiveness of the technique. To ensure that the questions were posed in a cognitively compatible manner, the researcher
forwarded the queries to SMU Offensive Coordinator Dan Morrison. Mr. Morrison was asked to review and validate each question based on the following criteria: (a) articulated in a domain appropriate manner, (i.e., is this the way you would ask this question?), and (b) is this question measuring what we want it to measure? The results of this process are presented in Chapter 4 in the form of 28 queries designed to objectively measure the SA of quarterbacks who are attempting to read and recognize a collegiate defense.

Armed with a set of high quality questions, the researcher unveils the processes and procedures listed below that were designed to answer the study’s second research question concerning the affordances of virtual simulation as a tool to measure the situation awareness of NCAA quarterbacks.

**Programming the virtual simulator.** In Phase IV, using the specifications of the information requirements analysis, the researcher describes how he coordinated the programming of SAGAT queries into a virtual simulator called the PlayAction Simulator PC. The Simulator PC runs on a laptop computer and “leverages the same animation and gaming technologies used to in EA Sports’ standards-setting video game titles to create a training tool that operates like a video game but works with a team’s real plays” (XOS Sports, 2007, p. 1). Proof of this concept through these results are presented in the form of screen shots of the offensive and defensive reactions at pre-motion, pre-snap, post-snap, decision making and action points.

**PlayAction Simulator PC as a SAGAT simulator tool.** Phase V of the study focused on empirically investigating the ability of the PlayAction Simulator PC, first to provide the ecological validity required for the quarterback to extrapolate the information necessary to answer the SAGAT questions, and second, to ascertain if the PlayAction
Simulator PC can be used in conjunction with the SAGAT methodology to objectively assess a quarterback’s situation awareness.

Using a proof of concept framework, the results are presented in Chapter 4 via screen shots of the live game action. The next section of this manuscript will provide the detailed procedures involved in executing each step in the process, and an overview is provided in Figure 7.

**RQ:** What are the situation awareness requirements for expert decision making in the domain of the NCAA quarterback?

**Phase I:** Semi-Structured Interviews

**Phase II:** Goal Directed Task Analysis

**Phase III:** Situation Awareness Global Assessment Questions

**RQ:** Do the affordances of virtual simulation provide the information required to effectively measure the situation awareness of NCAA quarterbacks?

**Phase IV:** Programming the Virtual Simulator

**Phase V:** PlayAction Simulator PC as a SAGAT Simulator Tool

*Figure 7. SAGAT methodology applied in the domain of American football*

**Phase I Methodology: Conducting Interviews**

**Recruitment and selection of participants.** The participants were recruited from a pool of record-setting Run and Shoot coaches and quarterbacks. Eight letters of
invitation were emailed, mailed or hand-delivered by the researcher. The decision was made to study time constrained, adversarial decision making in Football, through the lens of the Run and Shoot quarterback for two reasons. First, the Run and Shoot offense has proved to be the most prolific passing offense of all-time at both the NCAA and NFL levels. Run and Shoot quarterback Neil Lomax, playing for head coach Mouse Davis at Portland State, threw an NCAA record seven touchdowns in one quarter. Run and Shoot quarterback David Klinger, playing for Head Coach John Jenkins at the University of Houston, threw an NCAA record 11 touchdowns in a game and in another game broke the NCAA record for most passing yards in a game -- 716! That same year (1990), David Klinger threw for an NCAA record 54 touchdown passes in 11 games. This record stood for over 15 years until another Run and Shoot quarterback, Colt Brennen, (2006), under the tutelage of Quarterback Coach Dan Morrison (2006), threw for an NCAA record 58 touchdowns while leading June Jones and University of Hawaii to a top 10 ranking.

The success of the offense is predicated on the quarterback's ability to perceive and understand the defensive coverage as well as project the future movements of (a) his receivers who are running multiple adjusting routes, and (b) an adversarial and complex defense. Essential to his success is his ability to parlay that aerial hypothesis into a correct decision within a 3.5 second window of opportunity. This is a uniquely cognitively demanding task that seems to mirror the theoretical framework described in recognition primed decision making.

Thus, qualification for participation in the study was as follows:

1. Quarterback coach, offensive coordinator or Head Coach at a university currently using the Run and Shoot Offense.
2. Former Head Coach of a NCAA record setting (points, total yardage, passing yards, etc.) Run and Shoot team.

3. Former record-setting NCAA quarterback in the Run and Shoot Offense.

4. Record setting NFL quarterback in the Run and Shoot Offense (past and present).

5. Former Head Coach of a NFL record setting (points, total yardage, passing yards, etc.) Run and Shoot team.

From this pool of coaches and quarterbacks the researcher sought to understand this decision making process through the lens of a Goal Directed Task Analysis, formulated with a team of at least one NCAA Head Coach, one NCAA Offensive Coordinator, one NCAA Quarterback Coach, one Coach who was a former player, and one highly accomplished former player associated with the prolific performance of this record setting offense along with an additional NCAA Coach to validate the findings.

**Participants in the study.** With their permission and informed consent, five record setting Run and Shoot coaches and quarterbacks were interviewed, including University of Hawaii Quarterback Coach Nick Rolovich, who once threw for over 1,500 yards and 20 touchdowns in three games; Southern Methodist University Offensive Coordinator Dan Morrison, who tutored two of the most prolific passers in NCAA history, Timmy Chang and Colt Brennen, the NCAA All-Time Leader in passing yards in a game (716), touchdowns in a game (11), and touchdowns in an 11 game season (54); Quarterback David Klinger; Head Coach John Jenkins who has coached Hall of Famer Jim Kelly, Heisman Trophy winner Andre Ware, and the Record Setting David Klinger; and the creator of the modern day double-slot offense, Coach Darrel “Mouse” Davis.
Every record setting Run and Shoot coach and quarterback is a part of lineage that traces back to Coach Mouse Davis.

**Data collection and review procedures.** Several systematic processes were used to collect, analyze and interpret the data. Explained herein are the steps for conducting the interviews, creating a narrative, coding the data obtained, and categorizing the elements of situational awareness.

**Conducting the interviews.** In preparation for the interviews, the researcher -- a former quarterback, receiver and coach in the run and shoot offense himself -- reviewed the current literature and instructional DVDs related to training run and shoot quarterbacks to read defenses. The literature and DVDs provide detailed guidelines concerning the following elements: the quarterback’s pre-snap procedure, his basic key reads to help him easily make decisions before he gets to the end of his drop, how to recognize various coverages, and the difference between a pure progression and a key progression for the quarterback. The DVDs feature detailed drawings and film cut-ups from the highest level of competition including on the field demonstrations from NCAA and college coaches.

Additionally, the researcher thoroughly reviewed the literature on the Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT) methodology including the process involved in conducting a Goal Directed Task Analysis which has been detailed previously in this chapter.

The interviews, voice-recorded, semi-structured, and emergent were conducted on-site, one-on-one with five subject matter experts (SME’s). The interviews were semi-structured within the parameters of interview technique (open ended questions) pre-
determined topic (activities related to reading, recognizing and attacking defenses through the lens of the choice route structure), and pre-determined categories (Goals, Decisions and Information Requirements) using the framework listed in the chart in Figure 9, described later in this chapter. Semi-structured interviews are the preferred data collection tool used in conducting a Goal Directed Task Analysis (see Endsley et al., 2003). The semi-structured interviews lent themselves to a rich, in-depth, two-way communication between researcher and participant, related to attacking the defense and completing passes.

The interviews, iterative and sequential, were designed to help the researcher understand the teaching, learning, training and implementation associated with the decision making of the Run and Shoot quarterback through the varied and rich lens of the participants. Thus the researcher strategically interviewed the participants in an order that would uniquely build on the body of knowledge of each participant’s perspectives. In an attempt to maintain confidence among the participants, the actual order is not revealed in this manuscript. The researcher probed for confirmation, extensions, commonalities, differences and distinctions among the participants to understand the link between how the information is taught and how it is implemented on the field of play. Each interview resulted in a separate interview chart which built upon the previous interview. The interviews were designed to be iterative, in other words to build on and extend the conversation of the previous participant. Thus, the researcher used a process of confirm and extend. But inherent in this technique was the discovery of commonalities, along with a few subtle and not-so-subtle differences.
Each interview began with the researcher explaining the purpose and intent of the interview, which was to gather information about the process of reading, recognizing and attacking defensive coverages using the “Choice” route structure. The researcher chose the Choice Route because the quarterback has to execute both a “read” and “pure” progression of the entire football field. The multiplicity of this play presents a cognitively demanding process for the quarterback and as such, a rigorous design challenge for the Simulator PC.

Next, using a video-based example of a collegiate quarterback executing the Choice route, the researcher presented the following scenario to each participant: describe the overarching goal of the quarterback as he walks to the line of scrimmage. Key decisions relevant to those goals and the information required to make those key decisions were elicited. It is important to note that while the beginning questions were all the same for each participant, the interviews were emergent; when a participant found a rich vein of information that confirmed, extended or distinguished about what is known about the process of reading and recognizing defenses, the researcher allowed that conversation to emerge. Each interview lasted approximately two hours.

Creating a narrative of the interviews. The researcher, using written notes from the voice-recorded interviews, transcribed the questions and answers from each interview and examined them for evidence of information that extends our knowledge of the goals, decisions and information requirements related to expert decision making in the domain of the collegiate quarterback. The narrative dialogue from the interviews was subsequently coded into the interview chart according to the guidelines listed below.
**Coding the interviews.** The analysis of the interviews was conducted by categorizing the interview data into the Interview Categorization Chart, listed in Figure 8 below, according to the guidelines of a Goal Directed Task Analysis, which includes recording the context of the activity (perceptual or action) and other elements of the activity into the categories of goals, decisions, and information requirements. Descriptions of these chart categories are included below.
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*Figure 8. Interview categorization chart*

**Definitions of interview categorization chart elements.** The definitions below, developed from previous research in this area, were used to guide the data coding and
categorization processes of this study. Detailed explanations, where needed to describe particular aspects of the definitions, are provided along with references to the literature.

**Activities:** The activity section provides the context and flow for the topic being discussed. The information associated with the activity, such as discussion, is categorized according to the following guidelines.

**Goals:** Goals are higher-order objectives essential to successful job performance. The information gleaned from the interviews that led to the determination of the main goal and sub-goals of the quarterback are listed under Goals and color coded in Blue in the full-color manuscript (thus, in dark grey in reprints). The main goal has three sub-goals associated with it. The goals increase in specificity as they move down the hierarchy.

**Decisions:** “Decisions are associated with a specific goal, although a similar decision may play into more than one goal. These decisions are essentially the questions the decision maker must answer in order to achieve a specified goal. “These questions require the synthesis of information in order to understand the situation and how it will impact its associated goal” (Hoffman, Crandall, Klein, Jones, & Endsley, 2008, p. 121). Information gleaned from the interviews that related to the decisions a quarterback has to make to achieve the associated goals were posted under the Decisions heading and color coded in Red in the full-color manuscript (thus, in medium gray in reprints).

**Situation Awareness Requirements:** The information needed to answer the questions which inform the decisions. These information needs are the decision maker’s situation awareness requirements. Situation awareness (SA) can be defined as “the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the
comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future” (Endsley, 1988, p. 97). From this definition, three levels of situation awareness can be identified: Level 1, which involves the most basic data that is perceived; Level 2, which involves an integration of Level 1 data elements; and Level 3, which involves projecting how the integrated information will change over time. The SA requirements analysis identifies and documents relevant information at all three of these levels. Information gleaned from the interviews that was associated with the information requirements needed to accurately answer the decision question was color coded in Green in the full-color manuscript (and thus, in light gray in reprints).

The researcher used the Notes section to provide context to the data and to show where additional sources such as books, instructional CDs, and articles were used to confirm or bolster the claims of the participant.

**Phase II Methodology: Developing the Goal Directed Task Analysis**

Once interviews were completed and coded into the interview chart, the results of the individual interviews were synthesized and compiled into a finalized Goal Directed Task Analysis chart. This three-step process is explained in detail in the following section. This analysis yielded the Situation Awareness requirements for the collegiate Run and Shoot quarterback.

**Step 1: Develop the goal hierarchy.** Step one in the process entailed the extrapolation and posting of information from the interview charts that related to the goals that the quarterback is attempting to accomplish as he walks up to the line of scrimmage. A goal represents a cognitive demand. “Cognitive demands are items that require higher-order cognitive resources” (Endsley et al., 2003, p. 71). Since goals are
essential for information acquisition and use in a variety of systems, they form the foundation for this type of cognitive task analysis.

![Figure 9. Sample GDTA goal hierarchy](image)

**Step 2: Identify decisions the quarterback must make.** The next element of the GDTA involves the decisions which must be made in order to achieve a particular goal. “Decisions are associated with a specific goal. These decisions are essentially the questions the decision maker must answer in order to achieve a specified goal. These questions require the synthesis of information in order to understand the situation and how it will impact its associated goal” (Hoffman et al., 2008, p. 121).

The researcher, using the data that was coded into the interview chart, linked the associated decisions and goals. Further, after completing the process of organizing the interview notes into the relation hierarchy, existing coaching manuals and instructional DVDs were referenced to help fill in details of any concepts mentioned.
Step 3: List the information needs (SA) of the quarterback. The final element of the GDTA entailed the identification of the information the quarterback needs to know in order to answer the questions that form the decisions. These information needs are the decision maker’s situation awareness requirements. Situation awareness (SA) can be defined as “the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future” (Endsley, 1988, p. 97). Again, from this definition, three levels of situation awareness are identified: Level 1 SA, or the detection of the environments relevant elements; Level 2 SA, or the comprehension of the element’s meaning; and Level 3 SA, which involves projecting how the integrated information will change over time.

Phase III Methodology: Developing the Situation Awareness Global Assessment (SAGAT) Questions. In this phase of the study, the researcher developed and validated queries designed to measure higher levels of SA the field of football. Based on the information requirements established from the goal-directed task analysis, a list of the SA measurement queries (SAGAT) for reading complex NCAA defenses was constructed. Using guidelines developed by Endsley et al. (2003), the researcher categorized the information from the SA requirements analysis into three levels of situation awareness in the dynamic domain of the quarterback.

Developing and administering queries that are relevant to the quarterback’s SA in this experimental setting is a prime determinant of the effectiveness of the technique. To ensure that the questions were posed in a cognitively compatible manner, the researcher forwarded the queries to SMU Offensive Coordinator Dan Morrison. Mr. Morrison was asked to review and validate each question based on the following criteria: (a) articulated
in a domain appropriate manner (i.e., is this the way you would ask this question?); and (b) is this question measuring what we want it to measure?

**Phase IV Methodology: Programming SAGAT Probes into the PlayAction Simulator PC.** In this section, the researcher describes the process that was followed in getting the virtual simulator programmed according to the specifications of the information requirements analysis and provides a detailed analysis of the results from the customized scripting of the PlayAction PC designed exclusively to train and measure the situation awareness and decision making of the Run and Shoot quarterback. Phases IV and V of the study provide the answer to the second research question concerning the affordances of virtual simulation provide the information required to effectively measure the situation awareness of NCAA quarterbacks.

XOS Sports (2007) explains that “the Simulator PC leverages the same animation and gaming technologies used to in EA Sports’ standards-setting video game titles to create a training tool that operates like a video game but works with a team’s real plays” (p. 2). Thus, by operating a familiar game controller, “the quarterback using this tool can practice reading a defense, picking up blitzes and making quick decisions on where to throw the ball; all based on the tendencies of the team he is going to play the upcoming weekend” (XOS Sports, 2007, p. 2). In Phase IV of this study, the researcher sought empirical evidence to support those claims.

Using the specifications of the information requirements analysis, the researcher describes the process used to program SAGAT questions into a virtual simulator called the PlayAction Simulator PC and the subsequent results of that endeavor. The programming was designed to answer two questions: (a) Can a Run and Shoot offensive
play could be programmed to run against a specific type of complex collegiate defense?
(b) Can Situation Awareness Global Assessment questions could be programmed into the simulator? The results are presented in Chapter 4 and in the Appendix in the form of screen shots of the offensive and defensive reactions at pre-motion, pre-snap, post-snap, decision making and action points, and described here through representative sample figures below.

**Step 1: Pilot demonstration of the product.** Through-out the first Phase of this study, the researcher kept in constant (bi-monthly) contact with Mr. Joe Schrimpl, Regional Sales Manager at XOS Digital, keeping him abreast of his research efforts in preparation for programming the Simulator PC. Armed with a set of validated SAGAT questions, the researcher contacted Mr. Schrimpl, and gave him an overview of the study’s needs. The researcher forwarded via email the offensive plays, defensive coverages and fronts, SAGAT questions, and diagram specifications including player alignment, field location and player movements required for the study. Mr. Schrimpl facilitated a conference phone call between himself, the researcher, and Albert Tsai, Vice President of Advanced Research and Development at XOS Digital. This meeting culminated in a web-based product demonstration featuring the PlayAction Simulator PC which highlighted the capabilities of the simulator. Seeing what the product could do in general, the researcher asked if XOS Digital could or would program and script a customized presentation centered on the unique needs of the Run and Shoot quarterback. After consulting the corporate leadership at XOS Digital, Mr. Schrimpl agreed. XOS Digital Senior Engineer John Scott was called in to program the simulator according to the unique information requirements of the Run and Shoot quarterback.
The following items in Step 2 outline the procedures involved in creating the customized plays accompanied with screen shots that demonstrate the results of this endeavor. The diagrams and explanations represent the conversations between the researcher and the simulator designers.

**Step 2: Selecting the play.** The researched selected the CHOICE route because it represents a cognitively demanding task for the quarterback in which the play represents a whole field progression with two types of reads, a “read” to the front-side of the route (where the ball will be thrown is dependent on the technique and positioning of the defensive player), and a “look” to the backside of the route (in which the quarterback is looking to confirm that the receiver’s multiple adjusting route is attacking a weakness in the zone or creating separation versus man-to-man coverage). The researcher forwarded the following diagram (Figure 10) and its accompanying explanation to Mr. Scott with a request for programming.
The name of the play is Choice. The Choice Route is a trips formation route that is run to the single receiver side of the formation. At the snap of the football, the quarterback will take a soft roll, i.e., three steps to the left, and the running back, (called a Superback in the Run and Shoot offense) will pass-protect to the left side (play-side) of the formation, i.e., 61 protection. The receiver to the left side of the formation runs a “Choice Route” out, fade, or post, depending on the technique of the defender.

There are several possible adjustments that all four receivers will make depending on the post-snap reaction of the defense. To mitigate this dilemma, the researcher created individual play cards that were used to script the offensive and defensive movements according to the rules associated with the Run and Shoot offense. The researcher
forwarded (a) three variations of the choice route, choice, choice special and choice switch, (b) three variations of a Cover 3 (pre-rotated, buzz and cleo) defensive scheme and (c) a set of SAGAT queries. One example is provided in Figure 11, which was sent to Mr. Scott along with its accompanying explanation below.

Figure 11. Sample play request and explanation sent to XOS Digital

The Play: Rip-61 X Choice (Special)

In this example, the offense will come out in a balance formation, (Even (2x2), i.e., two receivers to each side of the formation. The inside (slot receiver (w)) will come in motion to the right of the formation, Rip (motion), creating trips, i.e., three receivers, to the right side of the formation. At the snap of the football, the quarterback will take a soft roll, i.e., three steps to the left, and the running back, (called a Superback in the Run and Shoot offense) will pass protect to the left side (play-side) of the formation, i.e., 61 protection...
This play request was also sent with the instructions:

\[
\text{Offense: Even (2x2), Rip (motion) 61 (pass protection set to the left) in Choice (the play)}
\]

\[
\text{Defense: Pre-Motion (cover 3 strong side zone), Pre-Snap (cover 2), Post-Snap (cover 3, CLEO coverage)}
\]

Therefore, the programmer now had enough information to execute the appropriate decisions within the software.

**Step 3: Diagramming the play.** Using XOS PlayTools, a “football specific diagramming tool” (XOS Sports, 2007) to diagram the plays, along with GoToMeeting®, phone, text and email to collaborate, the researcher and XOS Digital engineer, Mr. Scott diagrammed the customized plays.

*Figure 12. Sample XOS Digital customized diagram. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.*
**Step 4: Publishing the plays.** After the plays were diagrammed, Mr. Scott published the plays using the XOS Publisher. The diagram in Figure 13 below is an example of the simulator result of the “published” PlayTools diagram.

![Published simulator PlayTools diagram](image)

*Figure 13. Published simulator PlayTools diagram. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.*

**Proof of concept.** After the plays were “published,” the researcher sought to answer specific questions related to the capabilities of the PlayAction Simulator PC:

1. Can a Run and Shoot offensive play be programmed to run against a specific type of complex collegiate defense?
2. Can Situation Awareness Global Assessment questions be programmed into the simulator?

Results of these specific questions, as provided by the output from the PlayAction Simulator PC, are provided in Chapter 4.

**Phase V Methodology: Testing PlayAction Simulator PC as a SAGAT Simulation Tool.** In this phase of the study, the researcher focused on empirically investigating the ability of the PlayAction Simulator PC to be used as a SAGAT Simulation tool. As
previously described, a SAGAT Simulation tool must be able to meet the following criteria:

1. Simulation is frozen (stopped) at random intervals.
2. System displays go blank and the simulation is suspended.
3. Participants are queried as to their perception of the situation.

Phase IV provided evidence of the simulator’s ability to (a) freeze at random intervals and (b) go blank and suspend the action. The most salient system requirement examined in this Phase was the ability of the PlayAction Simulator PC to provide the information necessary to answer the SAGAT questions as the screen goes blank and the questions are strategically displayed on the screen. The results are presented in Chapter 4 through screen shots of the live action.

**View from the virtual pocket methods.** In preparation for a customized presentation to a major Division I football program, the researcher switched the simulator to “quarterback” view, which is available by pressing the correct button on the XBox controller, to ascertain if the collegiate Run and Shoot quarterback could extrapolate the information necessary to read, recognize and attack collegiate defenses. The information threshold was aligned with the following scenario:

In Choice, the 1st Read is the play-side corner. If he is 5 yards or higher the (x) receiver will run a speed-out. On this 1st read the quarterback has to “read” the corner and “see” the outside linebacker. Check-list Question: Can the quarterback read the depth of the corner and see the outside linebacker’s technique?

If the 1st read is not open, the quarterback will execute a “look” on the backside (trips side) of the route. If the Free Safety is “perfect”, i.e., in the middle of the field and
high over the top, i.e., 7 yards deeper than the receiver running the seam route the receiver will run a deep in route at a depth of 14 yards and find an open lane back to the quarterback. If the FS has over-rotated i.e., pass the hash, to the roll of the quarterback, the receiver will run up the hash for a touchdown. Check-list question: Can the quarterback read the depth and technique of the Free Safety and can he “see” the open receiver?

Switching to quarterback view has implications on the ability of the Simulator to be used as a tool to train situation awareness. These implications will be discussed in Chapter 5. However, results obtained via use of the methodology described in this study appear next in Chapter 4 and in Appendix C.
Chapter 4

Overview of Results

This chapter will describe the results of a systematic analysis of situation awareness requirements in the domain of the collegiate quarterback and the process by which these results were obtained via the Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT) methodology. The results contained herein represent the findings of a proof of concept study, from the idea of a theoretical proposition about the situation assessment process in time-constrained decision making to the development of global and testable measures of situation awareness in the domain of collegiate football. Embedded in the findings is an empirical investigation into the affordances of virtual simulation with respect to the ecological validity required to measure situation awareness.

The first research question was: what are the situation awareness requirements for expert decision making in the domain of the NCAA quarterback? This question was answered via a three-phase systematic informational requirement analysis in the domain of the collegiate quarterback. This analysis yielded the Goals, Decisions and Information that quarterbacks need to know in their quest to parlay a successful aerial hypothesis into a completed pass. Equally important, the results of this study highlighted the situation assessment process (perception, comprehension and projection) that the quarterback uses to acquire and use this information, and yielded a guide to developing sound questions designed to measure the quarterback’s situational awareness in the virtual pocket.

The second research question was: do the affordances of virtual simulation provide the information required to effectively measure the situation awareness of NCAA quarterbacks? This question was answered through the development and programming
of a innovative virtual experimental lab that allowed the researcher to conduct a series of live trials which evaluated the ability of the Simulator to be used as a SAGAT simulation tool in the assessment of a quarterback’s situation awareness. The simulator’s ability to be programmed to randomly display questions which are designed to measure the SA of the quarterback provides an ecologically sound environment as well as the information the quarterback needs to answer the probes; herein they are represented by a series of screen shots of the live action.

Results of this data analysis will be presented in five phases. Question 1 was answered through the results generated through Phase I, Semi-Structured Interviews; through Phase II, Goal Directed Task Analysis; and through Phase III, Situation Awareness Global Assessment Questions. Question 2 was answered through the results contained in Phase IV, Programming the Virtual Simulator; and through Phase V, Assessing the role of the PlayAction PC as a SAGAT-Simulation Tool.

**Results in Answer to Research Question 1**

**Phase I: Results of semi-structured interviews.** With their permission and informed consent, five record-setting Run and Shoot coaches and quarterbacks were interviewed. The researcher transcribed the questions and answers from each interview and examined for evidence of information that extends our knowledge of the goals, decisions and information requirements related to expert decision making in the domain of the collegiate quarterback. The results of the narrative dialogue from the interviews were subsequently coded into individual interview charts. For a review of the procedures and guidelines involved in the elicitation and coding of the individual interviews see Chapter 3.
Coding the interviews. In order to assure that the list of situation awareness components resulting from the individual interviews was complete and representative of the situation awareness requirements for reading, recognizing and attacking the collegiate defense, the researcher conducted an analysis of the interviews by categorizing the interview data into the Interview Recording Charts as listed in Figure 8. The data was categorized according to the guidelines of a goal directed task analysis, which includes recording the context of the activity (perceptual or action) and other elements of the activity related to the categories of goals, decisions, information requirements.

The analysis aimed to establish the primary goals of the quarterback, the sub-goals appropriate to meeting those goals, the decisions that are linked to achieving those goals, and information the quarterback would like to know in attempting to make an accurate decision. An example of the knowledge elicitation procedure and resulting data coding process is provided in the charts, as seen in Appendix C. The common activity among them is “properly reading the play-side corner.” Examples of the interview data appear in Table 1 below.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Decisions</th>
<th>Information Requirements</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading the play-side</td>
<td>The first read is the corner to the single receiver side of the formation.</td>
<td>Q. “How will I know what route the receiver will run?”</td>
<td>“Choice is a whole field progression”</td>
<td>Explained that “It takes a lot of repetitions to develop this skill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corner</td>
<td></td>
<td>A. “(1) By the cushion of the corner at the decision making point</td>
<td>Part of our practice routine is to have the receiver and the quarterback practice “on air,”</td>
<td>Part of our practice routine is to have the receiver and the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2) by the body language of the receiver”</td>
<td>i.e., no defender so that the quarterbacks learn the body language of the receivers at</td>
<td>quarterback practice “on air,” i.e., no defender so that the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>their decision point.</td>
<td>quarterbacks learn the body language of the receivers at their</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
Participant # 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Decisions</th>
<th>Information Requirements</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Play-Progression</td>
<td></td>
<td>“Based on the cushion of the play-side corner at the decision point the receiver will run one of three routes”</td>
<td></td>
<td>“You anticipate, but you can’t predetermine based on pre-snap information.” Provided the following example: “You walk to the line of scrimmage”, the route is choice. “Based on the cushion of the corner at decision point, the receiver will run one of three routes. If, prior to the snap, the quarterback sees the corner at a depth of 10 yards, he may pre-determine that he will be throwing option #1, but if the defender that he is reading never gains any depth, the receiver will have closed the “cushion” on the receiver, calling for the receiver and qb to execute option #2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(note: participant is describing the sequence related to the qb’s 1st read in the Choice route)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(continued)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Participant #3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Decisions</th>
<th>Information Requirements</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q. “Take me through the read progression in the Choice Route”</td>
<td>Understand affordances of each coverage category as it relates to the 1st read in the Choice Route</td>
<td>Listed in the Qb manual.</td>
<td>A. “before we get to the field the quarterback has to have a complete understanding of the defensive opposition.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participant #4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Decisions</th>
<th>Information Requirements</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read Progressions in the Choice Route</td>
<td>Identify the coverage and find the routes, within the route structure that attack the weakness of the defense.</td>
<td>What is the coverage category</td>
<td>The info req. are in this diagram; You see the safeties, you see the coverage “read” the play-side cornerback and “see” the safety. read the frontside then reset his hips and feet to attack the weakness in the back coverage.</td>
<td>Meticulous attention to detail, high repetition, low interference learning environment. The participant diagrammed how he uses a pattern recognition system to identify the 10 coverage categories. Once he recognizes the coverage, he has a mental model of the weakness of that coverage.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Decisions</th>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Choice Route  | The goal is to “identify (read and recognize and attack the weakness in the defense”.
we don’t believe we will score on every play but if we read it, run good routes and get good identification of the coverage, we WILL complete the pass.” | The coverage category                          | “The offense lines up in a double slot formation. Inside slot comes in motion. The half-field safety follows the receiver across the formation. The other safety comes off the hash and moves to the middle of the field. The safety’s eyes are on the receiver. This is a pre-snap read of “cover three man under” look that tells the quarterback how the defense will react to the backside of the play. At the snap of the ball the quarterback will read the technique of the play-side corner. Is he in a man technique, legs crossing over with his back to the sideline or in a zone technique, back peddling? If the receiver closes the cushion on the corner he will run a streak or a skinny post, if the corner is more than five yards off of the receiver the receiver will run a speed out. | Interesting note, according to the participant, the defense can be employing a zone concept, but the corner is employing a man technique. Versus zone the qb has 3 reads, versus man it’s two, against man to man it’s one of two routes. Quarterback has to anticipate which route the receiver will run. |
| Read Progression |                                                                      |                                               |                                                                             |                                                                        |

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Decisions</th>
<th>Information Requirements</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The quarterback must make this decision by his 5th step and the ball must be out by this 7th step. If the play-side linebacker has gotten under the route via his flat responsibility or if the receiver and the quarterback make different reads the quarterback will shuffle his feet and find the receiver running the seam read.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Participant says the quarterback will do this so many times in practice, “he can read the body language of the receiver.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This is a sequential process and that the quarterback is only reading a portion of the defense. (serially generated)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Phase II: Results of the Goal Directed Task Analysis**

Once interviews were completed and coded into the interview chart, the results of the individual interviews were synthesized and compiled into a finalized Goal Directed Task Analysis chart. The results of this three-step process are explained in detail in the following section. This analysis yielded the Situation Awareness requirements for the collegiate Run and Shoot Quarterback.
Step 1: Develop the goal hierarchy. The next section demonstrates how the resulting interviews led to the formulation of the Goal Structure within this Goal Directed Task Analysis.

Goal 1.0, attacking the defense. There was a general agreement among the participants about the overarching goal of the quarterback (attack the defense) as evidenced by the following responses. Participant #1: “Complete the pass and attack the weakness of the defensive coverage”; Participant #2: “Be productive…productive equates to completing passes, ideally at a rate of three TD’s to one interception”; Participant #3: “The goal of the quarterback is to understand, read, and recognize the defensive coverage”, because it’s “always about the physical task of completing the pass.” The researcher asked, participant #5: “So the mental goal is to read and recognize the defensive coverage?” Participant #5 stated that reading and recognizing the defense is only a part of the cerebral equation. He indicated that the goal is to “identify (read and recognize) and attack the weakness in the defense. We don’t believe we will score on every play but if we read it, run good routes and get good identification of the coverage, we WILL complete the pass.” Participant #4’s approach was slightly different, stating the goal of the quarterback is to “throw touchdowns, score, score quickly, score in one. We were not interested in 10 play drives. We wanted to score now!”

A synthesis of the interviews led to a determination that the goal or cognitive demands of a quarterback when attempting to complete a pass is to successfully attack the defense. Three sub-goals emerged from the goal of successfully attacking the defense: identifying the coverage category, understanding the strength and weakness of
the coverage category, and understanding how the conversion routes will adjust to the identified coverage.

**Sub-goal 1.1, identifying the coverage category.** Participant #1 and Participant #2 highlighted the process of reading, recognizing and attacking the defensive coverage. Participant #2 and Participant #5 shared the six families of coverages. Participant #3 extended the family tree to 10 coverage categories, showing a myriad of variations to each category and demonstrating the dynamic nature of unveiling the disguises of complex collegiate defenses. This data from the interview charts was merged and posted in the Goal Hierarchy of the GDTA. This process of synthesizing and posting the data in the appropriate section of the GDTA chart is manifested in each step of the compilation process.

**Sub-goal 1.2, understanding the strength and weakness of the coverage category.** Participant #3 identified the strength and weakness of each coverage and gave the researcher unfettered access to his innovative coaching manual. In the manual are football field diagrams drawn to scale. The diagrams, coupled with film clips, give the quarterback a visual image of the affordances that each coverage category provides. According to Participant #4, the offense is executed on the field exactly as it is diagrammed in the coaching manual.

**Sub-goal 1.3, understanding how the conversion routes will adjust to the identified coverage.** All of the participants contributed to the discussion of how the Choice play adjusts to coverage. All agreed that this knowledge is indispensable in the quest to successfully attack the defense.

The results of Step 1 of the GDTA chart are shown in Figure 14.
Step 2: Identify decisions the quarterback must make. The next element of the GDTA involves the decisions which must be made in order to achieve a particular goal. “Decisions are associated with a specific goal. These decisions are essentially the questions the decision maker must answer in order to achieve a specified goal. These questions require the synthesis of information in order to understand the situation and how it will impact its associated goal” (Hoffman et al., 2008, p. 121).

The researcher, using the data that was coded into the interview chart, linked the associated decisions and goals. After the researcher completed the process of organizing the interview notes into the relational hierarchy, existing coaching manuals and instructional DVDs were referenced to help fill in any details about concepts mentioned.
Participants #1 and #2 introduced the researcher to the decisions the quarterback has to make and the process for making those decisions, as evidenced by a few of these highlighted quotes: Participant #1: “When reading the coverage you need to understand the defensive responsibility”; Participant #2: “There are a lot of ‘layers’ to this process. Part of the layering process is ‘identifying coverages and understanding the route structure’ and ‘What is the coverage, how will the routes adjust to this coverage, and what is the context of the game?’ By understanding coverages, i.e., the, Choice Route vs. Three Deep-Zone, Man Free, Two Deep Zone, Two-Deep Man, Four Deep Zone, Four Across Man, and the route structure, i.e., how the receivers will adjust their routes against those coverages, the quarterback can better anticipate what will happen but his pre-snap ‘aerial hypothesis’ must be confirmed on every play”; Participant #3 then identified ten general categories of pass coverages: 4 INVERT, 4 BUZZ, 4 CLEO, 4 CLEO PREVENT, 4 ACROSS, COVER 2, COVER 5, COVER 1, WING COMBO and PURE MAN (BLITZ), and reviewed the strengths and weaknesses of each coverage category.

“How do you identify coverages?” asked the researcher of Participant #4. Participant #4 explained the thought process related to identifying coverages. “Pre-snap, I’m thinking...of the play, the weakness of the coverage, what plays or route takes
advantage of this. You see the safeties, you see the coverage.” He diagrammed and explained how the safeties tell him the coverage category and how the cornerback lets him know man versus zone, which is provided in Figure 16.

![Figure 16. Participant #4’s safeties diagram](image)

As per the decision making process Participant #2 stated “What is the coverage, how will the routes adjust to this coverage, and what is the context of the game?” and Participant #3 explained that players must (a) identify the defensive coverage, (b) understand the strengths of the defense, (c) understand the play in relation to the coverage, and (d) know how to attack the weakness of the defense. The researcher asked Participant #5 to critique the researcher’s understanding of the decision making process, by explaining “identify the defensive coverage, which coverage category am I facing, what are the strengths of the coverage, understand how the conversion routes adjust to this coverage.” The participant nodded in the affirmative and used the Choice play to demonstrate how this process is implemented on the field. Participant #4 explained how to do this and then diagrammed how he uses a pattern recognition system to identify the ten coverage categories. Once he recognizes the coverage, he has a mental model of the
weakness of that coverage. He understands how the multiple adjusting routes will adjust to the coverage. He looks for the routes within the play structure that will take advantage of the weakness in the coverage. “The defense can do amazing things prior to the snap of the ball, but after the snap they don’t keep secrets,” Participant #4 explained. “After the ball is snapped, it’s like reading a bad book for the thousandth time or seeing the same bad movie over and over again. You see the safeties, you see the coverage.” He diagrammed and explained how the safeties tell him the coverage category and how the cornerback let him know man versus zone.

As a result of this section of the interviews, the decisions section of the GDTA chart was filled in, including the decisions “which coverage category am I facing?” and “what is the weakness of this coverage?” and “how will the routes adjust to this coverage?” which are added to the appropriate section of the chart.

**Step 3: List the information needs (SA) of the quarterback.** The final elements of the GDTA involve the information needed to answer the questions that form the decisions. These information needs are the decision maker’s situation awareness requirements. Situation awareness (SA) can be defined as “the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future” (Endsley, 1988, p. 97). From this definition, three levels of situation awareness are identified: Level 1 SA, or the detection of the environments relevant elements; Level 2 SA, or the comprehension of the element’s meaning; and Level 3 SA, which involves projecting how the integrated information will change over time.
The SA requirements analysis listed below represents the relevant information at all three SA levels that the quarterback would like to know in order to answer the decision questions. Note that the information requirements are related only to the “Choice Route” and serve to link the decision with the information requirements. As mentioned earlier, in executing the Choice Route the quarterback has to execute both a “read” and “pure” progression of the entire field. The multiplicity of this play presents a cognitively demanding process for the quarterback and a rigorous design challenge for the simulator PC.

The researcher asked, “What would I like to know to answer the question, ‘what coverage category am I facing?’” The perceptual cues involve the movement and the eyes of the defenders. Participant #5 explained how the cues of multiple defenders should be aligned and when they don’t align, it triggers a cue that one or more of the defenders is attempting to disguise his intentions.

Participant #3 opened his innovative quarterback manual to explain and demonstrate a myriad of pre-snap motion and pre-snap reads or “cues” that the quarterback will use to anticipate or “project” how the defense will react at the snap of the ball including: Are they attempting a rotation coverage or to lock in a pre-rotation coverage? How will the secondary defenders react to motion? And as for the safeties, how will the safeties react to motion? Will the defender over the motioning slot receiver come across the formation? If yes, where are his eyes looking? Will the defender over the motioning slot receiver come to the line of scrimmage or reduce? Are the defenders in tight press coverage? If yes, will the under-coverage be locked on or will they employ
a “banjo” concept? What is the technique of the play-side corner? And what about his eyes? Leverage?

The key word here, according to Participant #2, is “anticipate” not “pre-determine.” He explained, “All of the cues gathered prior to the snap must be confirmed after the snap. Your pre-snap information allows you to better anticipate, but you can’t predetermine based on pre-snap information. . . If, prior to the snap, the quarterback sees the corner at a depth of 10 yards, he may pre-determine that he will be throwing option #1, but if the defender that he is reading never gains any depth, the receiver will have closed the ‘cushion’ on the receiver, calling for the receiver and the quarterback to execute option #2.” Participant #3 explains that” through miles and miles of repetitions” most of the decision making can be done after the snap of the ball. Participant #2 concurred, stating that “90% of the decision making process takes place after the snap of the ball.” Participant #4 explains that “the defense can do amazing things prior to the snap of the ball, but after the snap they don’t keep secrets.” Participant #3 adds that the “defensive backs and inside linebackers can provide cues but they are in a better position to disguise their intentions. Participant #4 explained, “You see the safeties, you see the coverage.”

The researcher also asked, “What would I like to know to answer the question, ‘what are the strengths and weakness of the coverage category?’”

According to Participant #3 this should be the first category that the quarterback masters; “before we get to the field the quarterback has to have a complete understanding of the defensive opposition.” Participant #2 and Participant #5 identified six families of coverages. Participant #3 expanded the conversation to ten coverage categories, for
which he identified these general categories of pass coverages: 4 INVERT, 4 BUZZ, 4 CLEO, 4 CLEO PREVENT, 4 ACROSS, COVER 2, COVER 5, COVER 1, WING COMBO and PURE MAN (BLITZ), which included pre-rotated balanced coverages, rotated coverages, coverage variations and combination coverages. He explained and demonstrated the affordances of each coverage category through a maze of diagrams that were drawn to scale. Most of the analysis for this category was completed via the interview with Participant #3, information gleaned from his quarterback manual, and a review of video clips from the 1992 season and video clips from the instructional videos of Participant #2 and Participant #5.

The iterative process of synthesizing and posting the interview data into the appropriate section of the GDTA chart culminated in the finalized GDTA chart listed in Figure 17 below.
**Figure 17. Step 3 GDTA results chart**

**Physical Task: Complete the Pass**

**Goal: 1.0**
**Successfully Attack the Defense**

### Sub-Goal 1.1
**Identify the Defensive Coverage**

**Decisions**
Which coverage category am I facing?

**SA Requirements**
- **Pre-Motion**
  1.) Are they attempting a rotation coverage or lock in a pre-rotation coverage.

- **Pre-Snap**
  2.) How will the secondary defenders react to motion?
  a.) How will the safeties react to motion?
  b.) Will the defender over the motioning slot receiver come across the formation?
  ---If yes, where are his eyes looking?
  c.) Will the defender over the motioning slot receiver come to the line of scrimmage or reduce?
  d.) Are the defenders in tight press coverage?
  ---if yes, will the under-coverage be locked on or will they employ a “banjo” concept?
  e.) What is the technique of the play-side corner?
  ---eyes—leverage—depth

- **Post-Snap**
  3.) How do the safeties react after the snap?
  4.) How will the defense react to the quarterback roll away from trips?

### Sub-Goal 1.2
**Understand the strength and weakness of this coverage**

**Decisions**
What is the weakness of this coverage?

**SA Requirements**
- **What are the affordances of**
  - 4 Invert (3 Deep Zone)
    - Cover 3 Invert (pre-rotated/balanced drop) (rotation coverage)
    - Cover 3 Buzz
    - Cover 3 Buzz (strong)
    - Cover 3 Cleo (pre-rotation/coverage)
    - Cover 3 Cleo (rotation coverage)
    - Cover 3 Cleo (prevent)
  - 4 Across
  - Cover 2
  - Cover 2 (strong)
  - Cover 5 (cover2 man under)
  - Double Coverage (Wing Combo)
  - Inside / Outside (Over / Under)
  - Pure man (Blitz)

- **If it’s man-to-man where are best matchups scheme wise / personnel wise?**

### Sub-Goal 1.3
**Understand how the conversion routes will adjust against the identified coverage**

**Decisions**
How will the routes adjust to this coverage?

**SA Requirements**
- After identifying the coverage what route will ______ run.
  - Choice: X (choice), W (seam), Y (under), Z

- Which defender will I be “reading”?
- What is the technique of the play-side corner?
- Is he in a zone technique, i.e., is he back pedaling and square to the field?
- Is he 3-5 yards off of the play-side receiver?
- Is he in a man technique, i.e., back 2 the sideline, legs crossing over? ---locked on ---corner roll ---deep third

- Based on the technique of the corner, what route will my play-side receiver be running?
- What is the play-side receiver’s body language as he runs the choice route.
- Is the corner 3-5 yards off the play-side receiver?
  ---locked on (post) ---corner roll (fade) ---deep third (out)

- If the Will LB’er did not come across the formation with the motions slot receiver…
  ---will he rush the passer ---play the area inside (seam) ---play the area outside (flat)

- Can the FS or deep middle defender be turned (hips and shoulders) to one side or another on our deep vertical game?
- Will the FS keep unusual depth on the ball?
- Will the deep middle defender get out of the middle one-third or at least favor one college hash or another?

- Will the Inside Linebackers take flow moving drops to the roll of the QB
- Do the Inside Linebackers take deep drops, i.e., Tampa 2, or are they SB conscious

- What is the technique of the weak-side corner
  ---has he attempted to “pin” our deep outside one-third receivers hip to hip – or - do they turn their hips and shoulders to the field and clue the inside routes and the QB?
  ---is he locked on to the outside deep receiver
  ---is he high over the top

- How is their cushion maintained through the 18, 20, and 25 yard depth area?
Phase III: Results of the Situation Awareness Global Assessment (SAGAT)

Questions

In this phase of the study, the researcher developed questions designed to measure the entire range of the quarterback’s needs related to reading, recognizing and attacking the defensive coverage with the Choice Route. Based on the information requirements established from the goal-directed task analysis, a list of the SA measurement queries (SAGAT) for reading complex NCAA defenses was constructed. Using guidelines developed by Endsley et al. (2003), the researcher categorized the information from the SA requirements analysis into three levels of situation awareness in the dynamic domain of the quarterback. The process entails turning the data gleaned from goal directed task analysis into questions that represent a global assessment of the quarterback’s situation awareness requirements. After the questions were constructed, they were categorized according to the definitions of Level 1 (perception), Level 2 (comprehension), and Level 3 (projection) components. For an in-depth review of this process see Chapter 3. An example of the categorizing process is shown in Figure 18 below. The Situation Awareness Requirement in this example is the Safeties’ Post-Snap Reaction to Motion.
Goal 1.0:  
Attack the Defense

Creating and Categorizing a SAGAT Question

Example:

Based on the reaction of the safeties to motion, what is the coverage category?
This is a Level 2 question because…

To answer this question the Qb must **Perceive** the reaction of the Safeties (Level 1) and **Understand** what the movement means (Level 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Goal 1.1:</th>
<th>Identify the Defensive Coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What coverage category am I facing?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(one) S.A. Requirement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Safeties Post-Snap Reaction to Motion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 18.** Sample SAGAT questions expected.

The following SAGAT questions, and their accompanying descriptor levels and answers, indicate aspects of SA which were found via the study interviews and the GDTA chart compilation.
• Level 1 Perception: The detection of the environments’ relevant elements
• Level 2 Comprehension: The comprehension of the elements’ meaning
• Level 3 Projection: The projection of the elements’ status into the future

**Level ONE questions.** The following questions relate to Level 1 SA.

1. How do the safety/safeties react to motion?
   Invert / Follow the motioning receiver / No reaction

2. Did the defender over the motioning slot receiver come across the formation?
   a. If yes, where are his eyes looking? The Quarterback or the Receiver
   b. What does that tell you? Man-to-Man or Zone

3. Did the defender over the motioning slot receiver come to the line of scrimmage or reduce? Reduce or Come to the line of scrimmage

4. How do the safety/safeties react at the snap of the football?

5. How did the inside linebackers react to the quarterback roll away from trips?
   They stay perfect

6. What is the depth of the linebackers drop? 10 yards

7. What is the technique of the play-side corner? Zone Technique, or back pedaling and square to the line of scrimmage or a man technique, back to the sideline, legs crossing over

8. Is the corner three to five yards off of the receiver? Yes / No

9. What is the play-side receiver’s body language as he runs the choice route?

10. How does the Free Safety React to the Roll of the Quarterback? Deep Middle / Rotated To The Near Hash

11. What is his depth?
12. Can the Free Safety be turned (hips and shoulders) with the deep vertical game?
   Yes / No

13. How does the Free Safety react to a pump fake? Stays perfect / turns hips and shoulders / Favors one hash

14. What is the technique of the inside linebackers? They take flow moving drops to the roll of the quarterback, they stay perfect.

15. Is the free safety staying perfect or rotating with the roll of the quarterback?
   Perfect

16. Do the inside linebackers take deep drops, such as Tampa 2, or are they SB conscious?

17. Is the weak-side corner locked on the outside deep receiver? Yes / No

18. Is the weak-side corner high over the top?

19. What is the technique of the weak-side corner? Deep third or fall back on the seam route? Has he attempted to “pin” the deep outside receiver hip-to-hip or does he turn his hips and shoulders to the field and clues the inside routes and the quarterback

Level TWO questions. The following questions relate to Level 2 SA.

20. Is the defense attempting a rotation coverage or are they locked in a pre-rotation coverage?
   Rotation / Pre-Rotation

21. Based on the reaction of the safeties to motion, what is the coverage category?
   Cover 3
Also, what does this information tell you about his defensive responsibility? Rusher or Flat Defender

22. Why is his defensive responsibility important? Important to the pass protection / Possible Area Outside-Flat Defender or Area Inside-Curl Defender

23. Based on this reaction, what is the coverage category? Cover 3

24. Why is this important? Has implications for the seam and under route

25. Based on the movement/reaction of the safeties what is this coverage category?
   
   Cover 3

26. What is the weakness of this defensive category?

   - Cover 3 is not and has not ever been designed to handle the short passing game; the offense can patiently take the short gains available on the third Choice and settle for the four yard continual gain.

   - The balanced zones can be repeatedly ripped by our own flooding routes: Motion Back Flag, Wing Post or Flag, Y Flag, S Flat, etc.

   - Cover 3 is beaten deep by our own design in stretching the vertical areas and hitting the deep overlap seams. For example, the second receiver running up the college hash area in the choice route.

   - Rotation coverage in Cover 3 leaves the defense “hanging out” as the corner is attacked in seam areas.

   - Pass Rush: If fewer lineman approach the scene, then you as a QB will have more delivery time and it merely turns into a “shooting gallery”
27. Why is the technique important? If the corner is in a zone technique he can get a better break on the speed out, so be sure he is at least five yards off of the corner.

In other words, versus a man technique look for at least a three yard cushion

**Level THREE questions.** The following questions relate to Level 3 SA.

28. Based on the technique and cushion of the corner, what route will the play-side receiver be running?

29. If the linebacker did not come across the formation with the motioning slot receiver, what did he do at the snap of the football? Rush / Seam / Flat

30. Based on the Free Safeties technique what route will “A” receiver run?

31. Based on the technique of the weak-corner, what route will the receiver run?

To mitigate any concern about the validity and reliability of each question, the researcher forwarded the queries to one of the record-setting participants in this study. The participant was asked to review and validate each question based on the following criteria: (a) articulated in a domain appropriate manner, (i.e., is this the way you would ask this question?), and (b) is this question an appropriate measure of the quarterback’s perception, comprehension or projection?

The 31 approved and validated Situation Awareness Global Assessment questions, designed to measure a quarterback’s situation awareness at perceptual, understanding and projection levels, were then programmed into a virtual simulator called the PlayAction Simulator PC.
Results in Answer to Research Question 2

Phases IV and V of the study provide the answer to the second research question concerning the affordances of virtual simulation in relationship to the information required to effectively measure the situation awareness of NCAA quarterbacks.

Phase IV: Results of Programming SAGAT Probes into PlayAction Simulator PC

In this section, the researcher will provide a detailed analysis of the results from the customized scripting of the PlayAction Simulator PC, configured to train and measure the situation awareness and decision making of the Run and Shoot quarterback. According to the developers, “The quarterback using this tool can practice reading a defense, picking up blitzes and making quick decisions on where to throw the ball; all based on the tendencies of the team he is going to play the upcoming weekend” (XOS Sports, 2007, p. 2). In Phase IV of this study, the researcher sought empirical evidence to support those claims.

The programming was designed to answer two questions: (a) Can a Run and Shoot offensive play could be programmed to run against a specific type of complex collegiate defense? (b) Can Situation Awareness Global Assessment questions be programmed into the simulator? The results are presented in the form of screen shots of the offensive and defensive reactions at pre-motion, pre-snap, post-snap, decision making and action points.

After the plays were selected and diagrammed (see Chapter 3 for a complete review of this process), Mr. Scott, the system engineer, published the plays using the XOS Publisher. A brief review of the process is listed below. It should be noted that in
addition to being cognitively demanding on the quarterback, these tasks present a rigorous design challenge for the systems designer.

**Selecting the play: The choice route.** The researched selected the Choice route because it represents a cognitively demanding task for the quarterback since the play represents a whole field progression with two types of reads, a “read” to the front-side of the route (meaning where the ball will be thrown is dependent on the technique and positioning of the defensive player), and “look” to the backside of the route (where the quarterback is looking to confirm that the receiver’s multiple adjusting route is attacking a weakness in the zone or creating separation versus man to man coverage).

![Figure 19. The choice route](image)

**Individual play cards.** The researcher forwarded to the programmer: (a) three variations of the choice route, choice, choice special and choice switch; (b) three variations of a cover 3 (pre-rotated, buzz and cleo) defensive scheme; and (c) a set of SAGAT queries. One example of a variation is provided in Figure 20 below.
Diagramming the play. Using XOS PlayTools, a “football specific diagramming tool” (XOS Sports, 2007) to diagram the plays, and GoToMeeting®, phone, text and email to collaborate, the researcher and XOS Digital engineer, Mr. Scott diagrammed the customized plays. An example of a diagrammed play is shown in Figure 21.
Publishing the plays. After the plays were diagrammed, Mr. Scott published the plays using the XOS Publisher. The diagram in Figure 22 below is an example of the simulator result of the “published” PlayTools diagram.

![Published simulator PlayTools diagram](image)

*Figure 22. Published simulator PlayTools diagram. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.*

Proof of concept. After the plays were “published,” the researcher sought to answer specific questions related to the capabilities of the PlayAction Simulator PC: (a) Can a Run and Shoot offensive play be programmed to run against a specific type of complex collegiate defense? And (b) Can Situation Awareness Global Assessment questions be programmed into the simulator? Results of these specific questions, as provided by the output from the PlayAction Simulator PC, are provided below.

The results of simulator checks. In the sequence of screen shots listed below, the researcher sought clear and compelling evidence of the simulator’s ability to program and publish a specific offensive play to be run against a specific defense. Checks were
given if the simulator met the various individual requirements of each instance, and results thus described in this way.

Of Figure 23 below, the researcher asked:

Is the offense in a Balanced, i.e., Even formation? (check) ✓

Is the defense aligned in a pre-snap cover 3 strong side zone? (check) ✓

Offense: (check) ✓ Even (2x2), Rip (motion) 61 (pass protection set to the left)

Choice (the play)

Defense: (check) ✓ Pre-Motion (cover 3 strong side zone), Pre-Snap (cover 2), Post-Snap (cover 3, CLEO coverage)

(check) ✓ Offense is in a balance 2x2 formation and the Defense is aligned in a pre-snap cover 3 strong side zone

Figure 23. Pre motion even formation vs. cover 3. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.
Of Figure 24 below, the researcher asked:

Does the receiver motion to the right of the formation? (check) ✓

Does the defense react to the motion by moving into a pre-snap cover 2 look? (check) ✓

The Results

Offense: (check) ✓ Even (2x2), (check) ✓ Rip (motion), 61 (pass protection set to the left), Choice (the play)

Defense: (check) ✓ Pre-Motion (cover 3 strong side zone), ✓ Pre-Snap (cover 2), Post-Snap (cover 3, CLEO coverage)

(check) ✓ Offense-(w) receiver motions to the right (rip) and Defense reacts by moving into a Pre-Snap (cover 2) look.

*Figure 24.* Defense reacts to motion. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.
The Defense is now aligned in a Pre-Snap Cover 2 look, and the Offense is now aligned in a trips right formation (see Figure 25 below).

*Figure 25. Pre-snap trips right vs. cover 2. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.*

Of Figure 26 below, the researcher asks:

Has the offense set the protection to the play-side of the formation? (note the white arrow), which shows the super-back is blocking to the left side, i.e., play-side of the formation? (check) ☑
Has the defense deployed a CLEO coverage, meaning the defense is using a cover 3 zone to the single receiver side of the play (circle in red) and using a corner roll-cover 2 look on the backside, (circled in blue) (check) ✓

The Results

Offense: (check) ✓ Even (2x2), (check) ✓ Rip (motion), (check) ✓ 61 (pass protection set to the left) Choice (the play)

Defense: (check) ✓ Pre-Motion (cover 3 strong side zone), (check) ✓ Pre-Snap (cover 2), (check) ✓ Post-Snap (cover 3, CLEO coverage)

Offense has set the protection to the play-side of the formation, (note the white arrow, which shows the super-back is blocking to the (left) which is the play-side of the formation.

Defense has deployed a CLEO coverage, meaning the defense is using a cover 3 zone to the single receiver side of the play and using a corner roll-cover 2 look on the backside.
Offense: (check) ☑ Even (2x2), (check) ☑ Rip (motion), (check) ☑ 61 (pass protection set to the left)
(check) ☑ Choice (the play)

Defense: (check) ☑ Pre-Motion (cover 3 strong side zone), (check) ☑ Pre-Snap (cover 2), (check) ☑ Post-Snap (cover 3, CLEO coverage)
Using an XBox controller, the researcher has successfully read the coverage and selected and thrown the ball to the correct receiver (see Figure 27 below).

Figure 27. Correct receiver. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.

In the sequence of screen shots listed below, the researcher is seeking clear and compelling evidence of the ability of the simulator to be programmed to display Situation Awareness Global Assessment Questions. Again, a check (✓) is given when the system meets the necessary information and procedural requirements.

The system engineer has programmed the Offense to motion from a balanced formation to a trips right alignment. The protection is set to the left. This is Choice Special, a variation of the Choice Route as the two inside slot receivers will exchange route responsibilities. The defense has been programmed to employ a Pre-Rotated
Cover 3 strong sidezone (see Figure 28 below). Note: There will be no reaction to motion.

*Figure 28.* Offense motions into trips formation. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.

In Figure 29 below, a Pre-Snap Question is randomly displayed. What is the coverage category? (check) ☑ and (check) ☑

*Figure 29.* Pre-snap question. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.
In Figure 30 below, the correct answer appears; Cover 3 is displayed by pressing the “X” button on the XBox controller.

Figure 30. Pre-snap answer. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.

In Figure 31 below, the play is run with no stops, creating a performance / action based trial. In this scenario, the quarterback’s Post Snap process is: (a) read the coverage, (b) recognize the coverage, (c) select the receiver.
Figure 31. Continuous action example no freeze. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.

Figure 32, below, reveals that the quarterback has made the correct decision.

Figure 32. RPD decision no freeze. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.
In the next trial, demonstrated in Figure 33 below, the simulator is stopped at a random decision point and the Post Snap Question is displayed: What was the cushion of the play-side corner? (check) ✓

*Figure 33. Post play question. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.*

In Figure 34 below, the post snap answer (5+ yards) was display by pressing the “B” button on the XBox controller. (check) ✓
These figures provide clear and compelling evidence that multiple choice questions designed to test the situation awareness and decision making of the quarterback can be programmed into the simulator PC. In answering the question about whether multiple choice questions could be programmed into the simulator PC designed to test the situation awareness and decision making of the quarterback, the simulator received another (check) in the affirmative. Thus, based on the series of screen shots, can Situation Awareness Global Assessment questions be programmed into the simulator? Yes, (check)  

**Phase V: Results of Investigation of the PlayAction Simulator PC as a SAGAT Simulation Tool.** In Phase V of the study, the researcher empirically investigated the ability of the PlayAction Simulator PC to provide the ecological validity required for the quarterback to extrapolate the information necessary to answer the
SAGAT questions, and second, to ascertain if the PlayAction Simulator PC can be used in conjunction with the SAGAT methodology to objectively assess a quarterback’s situation awareness.

Specifically, the researcher focused on the ability of the PlayAction Simulator PC to be used as a SAGAT Simulation tool. A SAGAT Simulation tool must be able to meet the following criteria:

1. Simulation is frozen (stopped) at random intervals.
2. System displays go blank and the simulation is suspended.
3. Participants are queried as to their perception of the situation.

Phase IV provided evidence of the simulator’s ability to (1) freeze at random intervals and (2) go blank and suspend the action. The most salient system requirements still to be examined were (a) the ability of the screen to go blank as the questions are strategically displayed on the screen and (b) whether the system is able to provide collegiate quarterbacks, using the PlayAction Simulator PC, the ability to extrapolate the information necessary to answer the SAGAT questions.

The resulting evidence in support of the aforementioned questions is presented through the screen shots of the live action listed in the figures below.

**View from the Virtual Pocket Results**

To ascertain if the collegiate Run and Shoot quarterback could extrapolate the information necessary to read, recognize and attack collegiate defenses, the researcher switched the system to “Quarterback View.” Switching to quarterback view has implications on the ability of the simulator to be used as a tool to train situation awareness. These implications will be discussed in Chapter 5.
In this trial, the researcher is evaluating the ability of the simulator to provide the quarterback with the information required to successfully read, recognize and attack the defense.

In Figure 35 below, the information required to identify a pre-motion cover 2 category is the alignment and movement of the safeties. Thus, the researcher asks, can the quarterback see the safeties? (check) ☑

![Figure 35. Pre-motion cover 2. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.](image-url)

In Figure 36 below, the pre-snap reaction to the motioning receiver is displayed along with the defensive adjustment into a cover three scheme. Again, you see the safeties, you see the coverage.
In Figures 37 and 38 below, the quarterback scans the defensive alignment. The information required to identify a post-motion defensive invert coverage category in a trips right offensive formation is the alignment and movement of the safeties and a sideline to sideline view of the offense. Thus, the researcher asks, can the quarterback see the movement of the safeties and the offensive receivers? (check) ☑
Figure 37. Post-motion invert coverage. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.

Figure 38. Post-motion trips right offensive. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.

Figure 39 below reveals a post snap coverage category of 4 invert. To identify 4 invert, the quarterback has to read the corner and “see” the safety and the area-outside
defender. Thus the researcher asks: can the quarterback read the corner and “see” the safety and the area-outside defender? (check) ✓

*Figure 39. Post-snap coverage category of 4 invert. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.*

Read progression: the 1st read is the play-side corner. The (X) receiver will be running one of three routes depending the on technique of the play-side corner, *fade, out, or skinny post*. The researcher asks: can the quarterback see that the play-side corner’s cushion is over 5 yards? (check) ✓

In this scenario, the receiver is reading the technique of the play-side corner, his technique causes the receiver to run the out route. But the area-outside defender is taking this option away from the quarterback. The researcher asks: can the quarterback “see” the area outside defender running to the flat? (check) ✓

What does this mean? DECISION: (X) receiver is covered. The quarterback must now move to his 2nd read. The 2nd read in the progression is a “look.” The (w) or (y)
receiver will run a seam read based on the reaction of the Free Safety. If he over-rotates to the play-side, he will continue up the hash. If the safety is “perfect” and high, more than 5 yards, over the top, the receiver will run a deep end route. Against 4 invert, he will find an open area in the middle of the zone.

The quarterback has to trust that the slot receiver is “seeing” the same coverage technique as he is and will make the anticipated throw.

Using Figure 40 below, the researcher asks,

1. Can we see the technique of the FS? (check) ✓
2. Can we see the technique of the weak-side corner? (check) ✓
3. Can we see the corner’s cushion on the (y) receiver? (check) ✓
4. What does his technique tell you? That the (w) receiver will run a deep in. (check) ✓

Figure 40. Read progression. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.
As mentioned on page 111, the following system requirements -- (a) Simulation is frozen (stopped) at random intervals, and (b) Participants are queried as to their perception of the situation -- were validated in Phase IV.

The next system requirement to be examined was the ability of the screen to go blank as the questions are strategically displayed on the screen. Using a proof of concept framework, the researcher sought to demonstrate that the simulator displays could go blank and electronically display SAGAT questions.

The researcher and the XOS Digital senior software engineer worked collaboratively to ensure that the timing of each freeze was programmed to be random and unpredictable enough so that a quarterback can’t prepare for them in advance. The results are presented through screen shots of the live action listed below.

Figure 41 below captures the Blank screen that was programmed to be displayed at the quarterback’s decision point.

Figure 41. Blank screen. Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.
The post snap question was “What is the technique of the Outside Linebacker?”
The live screen shots provide clear and compelling evidence that the simulator was successfully programmed to go blank at the each stage of the quarterback’s decision making point or at a time within milliseconds of the need for a required action. In terms of the ability to provide a blank screen at randomly selected times the simulator was awarded the check (☑) of approval. See also Figure 42 for an example of a question as displayed by the simulator.

![Figure 42](image_url)

*Figure 42. Screen example of stop-action results (SAGAT Question). Reprinted from XOS Digital PlayAction Simulator PC. Orlando, FL. Copyright 2009 by XOS Digital, Incorporated. Reprinted with permission.*

Figure 43 below captures the post-snap answer to the aforementioned question. The correct response “area inside” was display by the pressing of the “X” button on the XBox controller.
These figures provide clear and compelling evidence that multiple choice questions designed to test the situation awareness and decision making of the quarterback can be programmed into the simulator PC. Thus, in answering the question: Can multiple choice questions be programmed into the simulator PC designed to test the situation awareness and decision making of the quarterback, the simulator received another check (√) in the affirmative.

**Summary of Results**

By using virtual simulation to recreate the dynamic, adversarial, time constrained domain of the collegiate quarterback, this study has advanced our understanding of the situation assessment process in recognition primed decision making, and has given us a window into objectively measuring what was previously believed to be a hypothetical construct -- situation awareness.
By examining the information requirements, one overarching goal, three sub-goals, three decisions and 60 situation awareness requirements for expert decision making in the pocket of the collegiate quarterback, the researcher uncovered the goal, decisions and situation awareness requirements for expertly parlaying an aerial hypothesis into a completed forward pass.

By creating and validating 31 situation awareness global assessment questions, the researcher unveiled the perception, understanding and projection acumen that underlies the expert decision making and exemplary performance of the NCAA’s most prolific quarterbacks.

By successfully programming and empirically assessing the ability of virtual simulation to measure situation awareness, the researcher, in collaboration with XOS Digital, revealed a blueprint for designing systems that support situation awareness in the wide world of sports.

While the process and results of this study are highly valid in the domain of the Run and Shoot quarterback who is using the Choice route structure to attack a collegiate defense, the researcher raises the following cautions.

The process of reading, recognizing and attacking collegiate defenses employed by the participants in the study are unique to the Run and Shoot offense. It is important to understand that the situation awareness survey in this study centered on the specific requirements related to the Choice route structure. Thus, while the decision making process has far-reaching application to other features of the Run and Shoot offensive scheme, the specific information requirements listed for the Choice Route are non-transferrable to other offensive systems, as each system has its own unique situation
awareness requirements. Even within the Run and Shoot offense, the situation awareness requirements of the Choice route structure used in this study is different from the information requirements of other route structures, such as Go and Slide, found in the Run and Shoot offense. The reader is reminded that the multiplicity of the Choice route versus the multiple dimensions of Strong Side Cover 3 zone were chosen because this coupling represented a rigorous design challenge for the simulator PC.

In contrast, the researcher generalizes that the simulator’s ability to expertly program offensive and defensive plays, to insert sound questions designed to measure situation awareness and decision making, and to provide an ecologically valid virtual football environment that allows the quarterback to extrapolate the information needed to answer those questions, as measured by the results of this study, uniquely positions the product to replicate these design feats in other offensive schemes.
Chapter 5

Discussion

The results contained in Chapter 4 represent the findings of a proof of concept study, from the idea of a theoretical proposition about the situation assessment process in time-constrained decision making, to the development of global and testable measures of situation awareness in the domain of collegiate football. Embedded in the findings is an empirical investigation into the affordances of virtual simulation with respect to the ecological validity required to measure situation awareness.

To understand the role of situation awareness in the decision making and performance of NCAA quarterbacks, and to explore the potential of virtual simulation as a tool to measure and train situation awareness, this study explored the following questions. What are the situation awareness requirements for expert decision making in the domain of the NCAA quarterback? This question was answered via a three phase situational awareness requirement analysis in the domain of the collegiate quarterback. This analysis yielded the Goals, Decisions and Information that quarterbacks need to know in their quest to parlay a successful aerial hypothesis into a completed pass.

Equally important, the results of this study highlighted the situation assessment process, (perception, comprehension and projection) that the quarterback uses to acquire and use this information and yielded SAGAT questions designed to measure the quarterback’s situational awareness in the virtual pocket.

Do the affordances of virtual simulation provide the information required to effectively measure the situation awareness of NCAA quarterbacks? This question was answered through the development and programming of a innovative virtual experimental
system that allowed the researcher to conduct a series of live trials that evaluated the ability of the simulator to be used as a SAGAT simulation tool in the assessment of a quarterback’s situation awareness. The simulator’s ability to be programmed to randomly display SAGAT questions designed to measure the SA of the quarterback, and to provide an ecologically sound environment that provides the environment and information the quarterback needs to answer the probes, was represented by a series of screen shots of the live action.

In this chapter, the researcher will discuss conclusions drawn from the results and supported by the literature, the implication of these conclusions, and recommendations for further research.

**Introducing the Decision Making Model for Quarterbacks**

Through the design of this study and the results therein, coupled with a comprehensive review of the literature, the researcher has fused two concepts -- Klein’s RPD model, and Endsley’s SA Model -- that recognize decision making as a recognition and reasoning process of serially matching situation with appropriate action (Lipshitz & Ben Shaul, 1997) to create a hybrid model, the Decision Making Model for Quarterbacks (DMM4Qb). The DMM4Qb integrates the situation assessment portion of the SA Model into the RPD Model to create a descriptive model of the situation assessment process in the domain of the quarterback. Thus, the DMM4Qb incorporates a three-step recognition process that can objectively measure what was heretofore considered a hypothetical construct. Klein’s (1998) situation assessments of (a) Relevant Cues, (b) Expectancies’, (c) Plausible Goals and (d) Action, are intuitively appealing in the domain of football, but do not provide an objective measure for this process. The researcher is aligned with
Endsley’s definition of SA which includes a component on the aspect of time, and is using her methodology to develop objective measures of Situation Awareness. So why not use Endsley’s SA model? Because Endsley’s model is grounded in cognitive psychology’s information processing model. Klein (1998) clearly thinks that recognition-primed decision making can be modeled without referring explicitly to mental models and schemata, and that studying the hypothetical constructs “involves inferring the existence and nature of entities that cannot be empirically proven to exist” (Rouse et al., 1992, p. 1304).

Ecological psychology, a strand of research related to Naturalistic Decision Making, explicitly rejects these cognitive considerations. Ecological psychology sees interaction and experience with the environment as the cornerstone of recognition primed decision making. “In this theory the quarterback is not burdened with the task of developing symbolic memory structures through training, observational modeling and competitive performance; rather, the perceptual systems become progressively more attuned to the invariant information available in his environment through direct experience in practice and performance contexts. With task-specific experience, the information that the learner picks up becomes more subtle, elaborate and precise” (Davids, Button, & Bennett, 2008, p. 64).

What has morphed from this convergence is a descriptive model that replaces Klein’s four by-products of situation assessment with Endsley’s three by-products of Perception, Understanding and Projection. The Decision Making Model for Quarterbacks (DMM4Qb) provides the research community with a situation assessment
process that can be validly and reliably measured, but also maintains a theoretical framework grounded in an ecological perspective to decision making (see Figure 44).

![Decision Making Model 4QB’s](image)

*Figure 45. Decision making model for quarterbacks*

**The Role of Pattern Recognition in the Situation Assessment Process**

Noting this study’s theoretical proposition about the situation assessment process in recognition primed decision making, this next section discusses the researcher’s conclusions related to the role of pattern recognition in how the quarterback integrates or combines information to read, recognize and attack defensive coverages.

“Pattern Recognition is defined as the act of taking in raw data and taking an action based on the ‘category’ of the pattern” (Duda, 2001, p. 1). The process of pattern matching is related to Level 2 (understanding) of situation awareness. This is where the
subject begins to make meaning out of the cues from the environment. Endsley (2000b) explains that people use a process called pattern matching to link cues taken in from the current situation to schemata in order to pick the best match from those available (p.22). Klein (1998) suggests that this pattern matching can be trained and that Variation 1 of the RPD model is the result.

This section will detail the researcher’s findings and conclusions derived from information gleaned from semi-structured interviews and a goal directed task analysis. The most salient feature in this section is the researcher’s position on the optimization of serially generated options and its inclusion in the Decision Making Model for Quarterbacks.

**Serially Generated Options**

The researcher uncovered -- through a review of the literature, experience as a player and coach, semi-structured interviews and subsequent goal directed task analysis -- that the Run and Shoot is indeed designed to be a serially generated process of read progressions.

In the Choice Route, which was used in this study, the first read is the play-side corner. Thus, these steps occur:

Step 1: Participant #1 stated that “Choice is a whole field progression.” The first read is the corner to the single receiver side of the formation.

Step 2: Participant #5 stated that at the snap of the ball, the quarterback will read the technique of the play-side corner.

The read of the play side safety is the beginning of a serially generated read, and of recognition of the defensive coverage.
Step 3: Participant #2 says, “Based on the cushion of the corner at decision point the receiver will run one of three routes.”

In this approach to attacking the defense, at the snap of the ball the quarterback’s attention is focused squarely on the play-side corner and if he is in a man or zone technique, keeping in mind that the defender can be in a man technique while the defense is employing a zone scheme. At the decision making point, the receiver will run one of three route options. Miles of repetitions have created a synergy between the receiver and quarterback to the degree that as the quarterback reads the corner, he can tell by the body language of the receiver if he will run the correct route adjustment. This advanced level of pattern recognition has to do with the ability to read the technique of the corner in unison with the body language of the play-side receiver. Thus, in the example provided in this study -- in a serially generated action -- if the corner has a cushion of over 5 yards, with no threat of a flat defender, the ball will be thrown to the play-side receiver. While this play-side assessment is taking place, the back side of the defense could all fall down, and it would have no effect on this first read.

This process is aligned with a strategy called satisficing, in other words, selecting the first option that works (Simon, 1957). In the domain of the quarterback, this is accomplished through his read progressions. In contrast to satisficing is the concept of optimizing. Optimizing is finding the best course of action.

Klein (1998) artfully compares and contrasts these two concepts.

When you order from a menu, you probably compare the different items to find the one you want the most. You are performing a comparative evaluation because you are trying to see if one item seems tastier than the others. In contrast, if you are in an unfamiliar neighborhood and you notice your car is low on gasoline, you start searching for service stations and stop at the first reasonable place you find. You do not need the best service station in town. (p. 20)
Optimization of the Serially Generated Options

This research uncovered yet another level of advance pattern recognition, a process the researcher is calling the “optimization of the serially generated options.” One assertion of the RPD model is that time pressure need not cripple the performance of decision makers who have considerable expertise, because they use pattern matching.

The most critical assertion of the RPD model is that “people can use experience to generate a plausible option as the first one they consider. If this assertion is invalid, the rationale for the RPD model disappears” (Klein, 1997, p. 288). “An RPD involves an assessment of the situation, recognition of events as typical, and a resultant course of action based on previous experience” (Holmquist & Goldberg, 2007, p. 2).

The Decision Making Model for Quarterbacks represents the researcher’s conclusion that the decision making expertise by the quarterback, deemed unconscious competence, is marked by an ability to optimize, i.e., find the best answer rather than satisficing, and in other words, selecting the first option that works in this time constrained adversarial environment. The quarterback’s ability to expertly perceive and comprehend the affordances available in his environment allows him to rapidly meet his information requirements, thereby minimizing or eliminating the time constraint that cripples most decision making efforts. The researcher has provided information gleaned from data and analysis of the information needs of the collegiate quarterback in support of this conclusion.

Participant #4 shares his situation assessment process as he walks to the line of scrimmage as quarterback: “I’m thinking of the play, I’m thinking about the weakness of the coverage and what plays or route takes advantage of this. After the snap he begins a
process of elimination of the 10 coverage categories based on how the defense reacts after the snap of the football. The defense can do amazing things prior to the snap of the ball, but after the snap they don’t keep secrets.”

Participant #4 further explains that “You see the safeties, you see the coverage.” A participant in Anderson’s (1995) study on the mental strategies of football quarterbacks supports Participant #4’s position by stating that “in films we look for a certain rotation of the secondary. Our key reads are usually the safeties. If we know where the safety is going in a certain spot, then that tells us where we should throw the ball. If you watch certain spots, then you see how it happens, and things open up, exactly like the coach tells you” (p. 44).

Participant #4 diagrammed and explained how the safeties tell him the coverage category, and how the cornerback lets him know man versus zone. In the Choice route he can “read” the play-side cornerback and “see” the safety. Through an advanced pattern recognition system, once this participant extrapolates information regarding the safeties he can also detect what type of coverage is being applied on the backside of the route. For instance, if the defense is employing a “Cleo” or “Buzz” variation to the trips side of the formation, he knows this by cues provided by the safety or safeties. In this manuscript’s review of the literature, Joe Montana was quoted as stating that he knew by the second step where he would be throwing the football. One goal of the situation awareness analysis was to answer how Montana knows this when most experts agree that the defense reveals itself by the third step. The findings in this study provided the answer to that question by determining what the quarterback needs to know and how he is satisfying those information needs.
Our understanding of how the quarterback is extrapolating cues from the environment to meet his information needs advances our understanding of the situation assessment process in dynamic time constrained conditions. Specifically, these findings and conclusions have advanced our knowledge of the use of the pattern matching process in the domain of football.

The quarterback is bringing the sum total of all of his knowledge and experience to each snap of the football including his knowledge of the strengths and weakness of each coverage category. The cues in the environment, i.e., the movement of the defense at the snap of the ball, tell the quarterback what coverage category he is facing. Thus, once he identifies the coverage category, he simultaneously gets a mental picture of this coverage and the affordances available through that coverage. Based on his mental recognition of the coverage he knows how the multiple adjusting routes will adjust to this particular coverage. When I watched Participant #4 on film, many times he completed a pass outside of the “structure” of the run and shoot offense. This study has revealed that this is the result of him reading the entire defense and serially generating options to attack the defense, in lieu of locating and attacking a particular defender. Each play in his arsenal is another variation that he can use to attack the defensive coverage. Participant #4 further explained that he teaches this process to his little league quarterbacks!

Dr. Gary Klein (1998), renowned scholar in time constrained decision making, explains that these “experts see the things the rest of us cannot, and often experts do not realize that the rest of us are unable to detect what seems obvious to them” (p.147). In this case, he could not be more correct!
Implications for Further Research

Analyzing the learning environment. In the aforementioned sections, the researcher discusses the implications of his conclusions by way of a pattern recognition hierarchy, with one pattern recognition system being higher or superior to the other system. The researcher recommends that further research be conducted to address the role of pattern recognition in time constrained decision making in order to ascertain if the differences in pattern recognition identified in this study are hierarchical, divergent, or the product of different learning environments.

The head coach who designed the learning environment for Participant #4 is a former wide receiver coach, quarterback coach, and Head Coach in the Run and Shoot offense. As the Head Coach, he also serves as this own Offensive Coordinator. The receivers, quarterbacks and position coaches attend the same meetings, for the purpose of mitigating what the Head Coach described as “interference.” By eliminating interference, players are constantly hearing the same message and coach is incessantly delivering the same message. Please note that the coach is not attempting to stifle innovation. Coaches can and do bring suggestions to improve the practice environment. But no change can be implemented without the expressed verbal consent of the Head Coach so that he can communicate that change to everyone involved in the process.

Equally important to the concept of mitigating interference, is this coach’s emphasis on understanding and attacking defenses. He explains that his quarterbacks will not throw a pass until they understand defenses. He gave the researcher unfettered access to his innovative playbooks and conducted a one-on-one five hour session with the researcher related to the strengths and weakness of 10 coverage categories. Through
access to the aforementioned information, coupled with a semi-structured interview of one of his record-setting quarterbacks, and subsequent goal directed task analysis, the researcher concludes that unconscious competence in the dynamic pocket of the collegiate quarterback, the goal of the Decision Making Model for Quarterbacks, may indeed be the result of a quarterback’s ability, through the expert detection and comprehension of the cues available from the environment, to optimize, and thus, to select the best choice from his serially generated options.

The link in the development of both pattern recognition systems is an enhanced learning environment that is aligned to the learning outcome. You will see practice sessions that feature multiple quarterbacks throwing to multiple receivers, in a rapid succession of drills and live repetitions. The practice sessions are video-taped. The video-based review is conducted in the classroom at the conclusion of the practice session.

The consistently common thread throughout the Run and Shoot community is an understanding that we learn by doing. In the words of Participant #5, you can teach this process in the classroom, but you can only learn it through miles and miles of repetitions on the field!

To the research community, the researcher’s conclusions signals a call for further research on the connection between the learning environment and the acquisition of advanced pattern recognition in football and beyond. To the football community this question has implications for how we design the learning environment for our practice sessions.
Klein (1998) believes that this situation awareness expertise, particularly the part that involves pattern matching and recognition of familiar and typical cases, can be trained. Klein states that “if you want people to size up situations quickly and accurately, you need to expand their experience base” (p. 42). He espouses training programs with exercises and realistic scenarios, so the person has a chance to size up numerous situations very quickly. He asserts that “a good simulation can sometimes provide more training value than direct experience. A good simulation lets you stop the action, back up to see what went on, and cram many trials together so a person can develop a sense of typicality” (p. 43).

While acknowledging the potential of virtual simulation Klein (1998) offers the following sage advice, “if the purpose is to train people in time-pressured decision making, we might require that the trainee make rapid responses rather that ponder all the implications. If we can present many situations an hour, several hours a day, for days or weeks, we should be able to improve the trainee’s ability to detect familiar patterns” (p. 30). The design of the scenarios is critical, since the goal is to show many common cases to facilitate recognition of typicality along with different types of rare cases so trainees will be prepared for these as well” (Klein, 1998, p. 30).

**PlayAction Simulator PC as a SAGAT simulation tool.** Evaluating the ability of the PlayAction Simulator PC to be used as a SAGAT simulation tool was at the core of this inquiry. This study was interested in the PlayAction simulator as a tool to measure and train the situation assessment portion of the decision making process. Specifically, the researcher asked, can the simulator be programmed to randomly display sound questions designed to measure the SA of the quarterback and provide an ecologically
sound environment that provides the information the quarterback needs to answer the probes? The answer to those questions was affirmed and represented by a series of screen shots of the live action.

The PlayAction Simulator PC delivered a predictive and high fidelity artificial intelligence to the desktop that fueled an appealing and realistic interface. In quarterback view, the researcher was able to extrapolate the cues from the environment that enabled him to read and recognize the defense. At the press of a button on the simulator controller, the researcher was launching perfectly thrown passes into an area vacated by a surprisingly adept defense. The defense was able to present a myriad of pre-snap disguises that forced the researcher to make post-snap decisions. In test mode, the screen would go blank at a randomly selected time and display sound questions designed to test the user’s awareness, or cycle through the entire trial allowing the user to implement his aerial hypothesis. The screen shots and researcher’s experience of the live action provide vivid and compelling evidence that the PlayAction Simulator PC can be used as a SAGAT simulation tool.

So what are the ramifications of these findings?

The researcher has presented a hybrid RPD/SA model called the Decision Making Model for Quarterbacks. He defines the product of this process as Unconscious Competence and concludes that the action taken after the assessment is an optimized serially generated option.

Implicit in his conclusions is that the bridge to expert decision making in the pocket of the collegiate quarterback is the ability to quickly and accurately assess the defensive situations that unfold during live action. The researcher welcomes future
studies aimed at validating or refuting these findings. To effectuate these aims, future researchers will need two constructs, sound probes and a simulated experimental environment that meets the ecologically valid bar set by the PlayAction Simulator PC.

Fortunately for the research scientist, system designer, quarterback coach and aspiring All-American quarterback, this product delivered one shining moment in the advancement of virtual simulation as a tool to measure and train time constrained decision making. Absent from this groundbreaking application, there is currently no other experimental environment for measuring a quarterback’s situation awareness.

Field testing the reliability of the probes. Inherent in the Goal Directed Task Analysis of the quarterback is the formulation of sound questions. The process of generating and categorizing questions derived from the Goal Directed Task Analysis cannot be overemphasized. The 31 questions generated from this analysis and every subsequent study MUST be tested for reliability. The researcher attempted to mitigate any concerns about the validity of the questions by having them reviewed and approved by the subject matter experts. But these questions must still be field tested for reliability.

The development of psychometrically sound probes is critical because the probes will be the focal point of the design effort. The system engineer will be designing and programming virtual simulations that provide an ecologically sound environment for the quarterback, in which he is able to extrapolate the information required to answer those questions. Without valid and reliability metrics for measuring the SA of the quarterbacks, we will have no way of empirically investigating the predictive validity of PlayAction Simulator PC as a tool that links SA to decision making and ultimately exemplary performance on the field.
For the coach, the benefits are equally immense. The current practice, either on the practice field or in the film room, is to infer a quarterback’s SA based on his action. If these questions are found to be reliable, they would give the quarterback coach, and the quarterback for that matter, research-based metrics designed to measure the quarterback’s situation awareness prior to the decision point. This allows the coach to diagnose and troubleshoot decision making errors at three levels of SA, perception, understanding and projection and to create interventions designed to correct those deficiencies.

Historically, training strategies in sport have been based on intuition and emulation rather than on evidence-based practice (Williams & Ward, 2001; 2003). Training methods are passed down from coach to coach, and are usually based on tradition rather than scientific evidence. Thus, a coach may be treating the disease of bad decision making, (one based on the result of the incorrect action, for example), instead of the symptoms of this behavior, such as a lack of understanding of the perceptual cues.

**Future designs.** This researcher has validated the use of the SAGAT methodology to analyze the information requirements of the collegiate quarterback and create sound metrics that measure the quarterback’s situation awareness. Additionally, the findings affirm the ability of the PlayAction PC to be used as a SAGAT simulation and measurement tool.

Recognizing that the capabilities now offered by simulation have created unlimited opportunities for measuring and training decision making, “a key question to ask is whether training under simulated conditions is actually useful in improving ‘real-world’ performance and at what cost” (Salas et al., 1998, p. 206).
To answer this question we must examine the predictive validity of the experimental setting to performance on the field. The systems designer wants to be able to say to the major college football coach and athletic administrator that this product is empirically correlated to performance on the field. Specifically, with \( x \) amount of hours of exposure to the experimental environment, the user will experience a statistically significant increase in the percentage of correct decisions made on the field.

Thus, we need to ask, what is the relationship between situation awareness and the decision making of NCAA quarterbacks?

“Situation awareness forms the critical input to decision making and decision making is the basis to all subsequent action” (Endsley et al., 1998, p. 1). But ultimately, quarterbacks have to effectively parlay their situation awareness into the correct course of action.

SAGAT is a knowledge-based measure that attempts to ascertain the subject’s mental model or knowledge at different times throughout an experiment. In measuring the situational awareness of collegiate quarterbacks we can only make a reasonable guess about the subject’s real-time actions (Adams, Tenney, & Pew, 1995).

In the next phase of the research agenda, researchers must move beyond the inference of highly accomplished decision making with the introduction of performance based measures that measure the final decision making performance of the NCAA quarterback. “Testable responses will provide a mechanism to unambiguously ascertain subjects’ situation awareness from their performance” (Pritchett & Hansman, 2000, p.201). These psychometrically sound and testable responses must be “isolated, experimentally controlled events that cannot be anticipated through any means other than
good situation awareness, and that require a discernible, identifiable action (or set of actions)” (Pritchett & Hansman, 2000, p.197), by the quarterback or conducted in-situ, during live game action.

“The performance based measure allows the experimenter to ascertain the timing and substance of a user’s reaction to realistic situations” (Pritchett & Hansman, 2000, p.197). “Thus, the root cause of incorrect actions can be identified as a problem with situation awareness or as a situation when the quarterback has correct situation awareness but has problems with making and executing a satisfactory decision” (Pritchett & Hansman, 2000, p. 189).

**Game On!**

*How accurate is accurate enough?*

-- Aldrich (2003, p. 102)

As the researcher watched the realistic hologram-type images powered by EA Sports during the pre-game football analysis on ESPN, he concluded that accurate enough is here, right now!

The researcher envisions this emerging technology as the world’s great cerebral sports enhancement. Implicit in the study is a hypothesis that once the lines of real-time action have been mapped in a quarterback’s brain, the PlayAction Simulator stimulates and enhances those domain specific areas in the brain of the quarterback.

Which takes us back to the driving question in this inquiry: How did Tom Brady, operating in high stakes adversarial environment, under extreme time constraints, on the biggest stage in professional sports, the Super Bowl, display such unparalleled examples of expert decision making and performance? “Simply the way he stood back in the pocket
the rush coming in at high tide, the lineman working so furiously to keep it out, the
receivers on their anaerobic flights downfield -- all of this took place while he stood back
there perusing the field like a man standing in front of a painting” (Keown, 1997, p. 1).
Gonzalez (2004) states that Brady’s “ability to perceive the situation clearly; plan and
take correct action, is based on his training, experience and capacity for his logical
neocortex (the brain's thinking part) to override the primitive amygdala portion of his
brain” (p. 10). So was the realistic, re-playable, game like artificial intelligence similar to
that found in the PlayAction Simulator PC his secret weapon? These and other profound
questions shape the landscape of the next frontier in understanding and advancing our
knowledge of time constrained decision making.

Democratization of Access to Quality Deliberate Practice through Virtual
Simulation

“Great NFL quarterbacks make the correct decision over 95% of the time”


According to Participant #5, you can teach the decision making process in
classroom, but you can only learn it on the field, in live game time action. Let us
acknowledge that ideally, for optimal quarterback development, a real-time practice
environment that allows learning to take place in-situ under the watchful eye of a master
coach that can provide quality feedback in response to the player’s deliberate practice is
ideal. If experience is the best teacher, the most exciting feature of the PlayAction
Simulator PC may be the Democratization of Access in building the experiential base of
the aspiring quarterback.
As mentioned in Chapter 2 of this manuscript, Ericsson et al. (1993) concluded that the most effective learning occurs through involvement in a highly structured activity defined as deliberate practice. According to these researchers, engagement in deliberate practice requires effort, generates no immediate rewards, and is motivated by the goal of improving performance rather than inherent enjoyment.

Sosniak (1985) suggested that although time engagement in the actual domain of expertise was a crucial factor to learning for those involved in the study, it alone was not sufficient to ensure high levels of performance in the domain. Sosniak stated: “What a learner does, how he or she does it, and how things change as the years pass are certainly more important variables than the absolute amount of time spent at an activity” (p. 409). Salas et al. (1998) concur, pointing out that “more” is not necessarily “better” and the way in which the simulation is implemented during training is of greater importance than the simulation itself.

Klein (1998) asserts that “a good simulation can sometimes provide more training value than direct experience. A good simulation lets you stop the action, back up to see what went on, and cram many trials together so a person can develop a sense of typicality” (p. 43).

“If the purpose is to train people in time-pressured decision making, we might require that the trainee make rapid responses rather that ponder all the implications. If we can present many situations an hour, several hours a day, for days or weeks, we should be able to improve the trainee’s ability to detect familiar patterns” (Klein, 1998, p. 30).

The engineers at XOS Digital have used virtual simulation to turn the aforementioned “if” into a reality. From the NCAA coach who is pinning his BCS
championship hopes on the right arm and left brain of an 18-year-old phenom, to the 3rd
string, 6th round draft pick (see Tom Brady) that just needs “game time” experience to
blossom into a “prime-time” NFL quarterback, Democratization of Access to Quality
Deliberate Practice through Virtual Simulation renders the PlayAction Simulator PC
priceless.
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APPENDIX A: Text of Inquiry to Potential NCAA Coach Participants

Dear X,

My name is Burnie Bristow, and I am a doctoral student at the Graduate School of Education and Psychology at Pepperdine University. I am studying the use of immersive virtual simulation as a tool to train and assess the Decision Making of collegiate and professional athletes; this study is conducted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Education in Learning Technologies at Pepperdine University. I had the privilege of meeting with you and briefly discussing my project while attending the Mega Football Clinics in Texas; the design of the study has finally been approved by my dissertation committee and the institutional review board at Pepperdine University.

The purpose of this study is to empirically investigate the link between situation awareness and decision making in the domain of the NCAA quarterback and to explore the potential of immersive virtual simulation as a tool to measure and train situation awareness. Before I can measure a quarterbacks situation awareness or effectively evaluate a product designed to enhance decision making I need to ascertain what quarterbacks need to know in order to accomplish their goals. I'm attempting to attract the most recognized and prolific Run and Shoot Coaches and Quarterbacks (past and present) in the country to help formulate a Goal Directed Task Analysis that will yield the situation awareness requirements for reading complex NCAA defenses.

This letter is an invitation to participate in this ground breaking study. In formulating a Goal Directed Task Analysis for reading complex collegiate defenses I anticipate four face-to-face interviews lasting two hours a piece. Each interview will be
followed up with a 30 minute session conducted via cell phone, text, virtually or any other method most convenient to you. The interviews, conducted individually, will use the following format:

Part I: We will develop a goal structure that will serve as the baseline for future iterations, helps in the process of aggregating information, and helps direct information gathering efforts during the next round of interviews.

Part II: One section of the GDTA will be selected for further review, and each component of that section will be discussed at length.

Part III: Additional interviews will be conducted and the GDTA revised until a comprehensive GDTA has been developed.

Part IV: Printouts of the final GDTA will be distributed to Darrel "Mouse" Davis. Mr. Davis will identify missing information or errors. Needed corrections will be made.

Please note: Information in the GDTA is concerned with the goals and information requirements, not current methods and procedures for obtaining the information or performing the task. Thus, this study is NOT a look into the intricacies and secrets of the Run and Shoot offense. I chose the Run and Shoot offense as a vehicle to understand the decision making process because of the dynamic synergy that must take place between the quarterback and receiver in such time constrained, adversarial conditions and because of my familiarity with the offense as a player and coach.
The methodology has been approved by the Institutional Review Board of Pepperdine University; all believe there are no significant risks to participants in this study. Your participation in this study is strictly voluntary, and you may revoke your participation at any time.

Please return the attached Informed Consent Form with your signature if you would like to participate in this ground-breaking study. Fax your signed form to the doctoral researcher, Burnie Bristow, at (973) XXX. Once your form is received, you will be contacted to confirm your participation and arrange interview dates and times.

Sincerely,

Burnie Bristow, MA, NBCT
Doctoral Candidate, Learning Technologies
Graduate School of Education and Psychology
Pepperdine University, CA
Email: bbristow@pepperdine.edu
Phone: 973-xxx-xxxx
APPENDIX B: Informed Consent Required of Participants

Informed Consent

The following information is provided to help you decide whether you wish to participate in this research study. The purpose of the study is to: (1) empirically investigate the link between situation awareness expertise and decision making expertise in the domain of the NCAA quarterback and (2) to explore the potential of immersive virtual simulation as a tool to measure and train situation awareness.

This study is conducted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Education in Learning Technologies at Pepperdine University.

Based on your extraordinary success as a Player/Coach in the Run and Shoot offense you have received a special invitation to join a minimum of six record setting Run and Shoot coaches and quarterbacks in the creation of a Goal Directed Task Analysis (GDTA). The GDTA will yield the information requirements necessary to read and recognize complex NCAA defenses.

Your participation in this study will benefit: (1) system designers who are seeking valid and reliable methods to design and evaluate products that enhance decision making in time constrained, adversarial conditions (2) researchers seeking to objectively measure situation awareness in the domain of sports (3) coaches at all levels seeking to implement evidence based practices into their coaching repertoire (4) and athletes seeking to improve their decision making ability.

To complete this endeavor, I’m anticipating four face-to-face interviews, conducted individually and lasting no more than two hours a piece. Each interview will be followed up with a 30 minute session conducted via cell phone, text, virtually or any
other method most convenient to you. I will be conducting the interviews at a site and
time most convenient to you. Information obtained through the interviews will be
organized into charts depicting a hierarchy of goals, decisions and information
requirements. The finalized Goal Directed Task Analysis will be reviewed by all of the
coaches and quarterbacks participating in the study.

The minimum risk to participation is the potential time commitment involved in
knowledge elicitation interviews. To address the time burden, the researcher used a
structured interview process called the Situation Awareness Global Assessment
Technique (Endsley, 1995c). This methodology allows me to control this burden, i.e.,
each interview is designed to last no more than two hours, and provides the participant
with a build in mechanism for opting out at any time.

Additionally, because your experience and expertise are at the core of this study,
there is risk involved with maintaining the anonymity of your individual responses and
protecting the individual and collective reputation of the coaches and quarterbacks. To
mitigate these risks the following procedures will be followed:

Information gathered through the individual knowledge elicitation interviews
remain in the sole custody of the researcher for the duration of the study. The
participant’s identity will be protected with a pseudonym name and individual responses
will not be seen by the other participants. After each round of interviews (1) Goals (2)
Decisions (3) Information Requirements, I will put the aggregated data into a Goal
Directed Task Analysis (GDTA) hierarchy chart. The participants will review the
contents of the GDTA for accuracy. Additionally, the participants will review and
approve the finalized Goal Directed Task Analysis Hierarchy Chart. No information, in
individual or aggregate form, will be published without the expressed written consent of the participants. The consent will be in the form of a signature on the GDTA.

Participants can withdraw from the study at any time. Backup copies of the data will be maintained on a backup external hard drive and stored in a bank safe-deposit box. The data will be destroyed after three years.

Your participation is voluntary. You are free to decide not to participate or to withdraw at any time without affecting your relationship with me, Pepperdine University or any other entity. Please rest assured that my class standing, grades or job status will not be affected by your refusal to participate or by withdrawal from the study. Upon your request, I will provide a copy of any published papers or professional presentations that take place as a result of this study.

In order for me to use what I learn from you in my research and publication, I am required to ask for your permission and for your agreement to participate as described. Please initial the appropriate line to confirm your wishes for acknowledgement or anonymity, and then sign the bottom of this form to indicate your interest in participating in this study.

___________  I agree to permit the researcher to use my name, professional
(please initial)  affiliation and the name of my organization. I understand that my
individual responses will not be associated with my name or
institution, and results will only be presented in aggregate form.

-OR-
I agree to permit the researchers to refer to me only by a pseudonym from a “generic organization” (e.g. Mr. John Smith from Team A) I understand my identity and the name of my organization will be kept confidential at all times.

Please feel free to ask any questions about this study before we begin or during the course of the study by contacting Burnie Bristow, Principal Investigator, at 973-980-2671 or by email at bbristow@pepperdine.edu, or Dr. Linda Polin, dissertation chairperson, at 310-568-5641, or by email at lpolin@pepperdine.edu. For any other general information regarding your rights pertaining to this study, please contact Dr. Doug Leigh, IRB Chairperson at Pepperdine University’s Graduate School of Education and Psychology at 310-568-2389.

At this point, I am required to ask you if you fully understood my statements and if so, to initial next to the category that applies to you and sign this form.

Name _______________________________________________________
Signature _________________________________  Date _________________
### APPENDIX C: Interview Results Charts

**Name:** Participant # 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Decisions</th>
<th>Information Requirements</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walking to the Line of Scrimmage</td>
<td>Q. As I walk to the line of scrimmage what is my goal, what am I trying to accomplish</td>
<td>A. Complete the pass and attack the weakness of the defensive coverage</td>
<td>“When reading the coverage you need to understand the defensive responsibility”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking through the progressions…</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Choice is a whole field progression”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q. “How will I know what route the receiver will run? “</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Questions has implications for the decision making process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Reading the Play-side Corner

*(1) By the cushion of the corner at the decision making point (2) by the body language of the receiver* The participant explained that “It takes a lot of repetitions to develop this skill. Part of our practice routine is to have the receiver and the quarterback practice "on air", i.e., no defender so that the Qb’s learns the body language of the receivers at their decision point.

### Reading the Backside of Choice

#### Q. “When reading the back side of Choice, do you read the man or do you read the safety.”

#### A. The participant responded “the Safety.”
Name: Participant # 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Decisions</th>
<th>Information Requirements</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quarterback walks to the line of scrimmage</td>
<td>Be productive... productive equates to completing passes, ideally at a rate of three TD’s to one interception “at its simplest denominator the quarterback has to make good decisions and make good throws.”</td>
<td>Part of the layering process is “identifying coverages and understanding the route structure.”</td>
<td>“When asked how do you extrapolate information regarding these constructs, the reply was “how many safeties and their location on the field, the (corners, depth, eyes, leverage, body language)”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“You walk to the line of scrimmage,” the route is choice.</td>
<td>in a multiple adjusting route system, “there will be times when more than one receiver is open. Depending on the context, down, distance, time, score, etc, a quarterback may decide</td>
<td>“What is the coverage, how will the routes adjust to this coverage, and what is the context of the game?”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Context (responses related to Goals and Decisions)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mapping Coverages + Route Structures</th>
<th>Play progression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>to take a shorter route or hold the ball to wait for a deeper route to develop. But this decision making is done within the route structure.” By structure of the scheme we mean who will be open, when and where.</td>
<td>“Based on the cushion of the corner at decision point the receiver will run one of three routes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By understanding coverages, i.e., Choice Route vs. Three Deep-Zone, Man Free, Two Deep Zone, Two-Deep, Four Deep Zone, Four Across Man and the route structure, i.e., how the receivers will adjust their routes against those coverages, the quarterback can better anticipate what will happen but his pre-snap “aerial hypothesis” must be confirmed on every play.</td>
<td>The participant revealed the critical cues associated with a safety’s reaction at the snap of the football “Most of the disguises will manifest with secondary defenders coming “downhill”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pocket Awareness = Dynamic Conditions + Time Constraint

“You don’t just drop back and count to four”.

You have to “believe what you see”. “If you can’t see the defender you are reading or the receiver in your read progression you must maneuver in the pocket to find a passing lane.

Q. What if you can’t find the information you need, what do you do?

A. The participant responded, “go to your next read, or throw the ball away if you “feel” the pocket is about to collapse.”
Name: Participant # 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Decisions</th>
<th>SA Requirements</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“When the quarterback walks up to the line of scrimmage what is he trying to accomplish”</td>
<td>“Before we get to the field the quarterback has to have a complete understanding of the defensive opposition.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The learning environment… video based, note taking, Q&amp;A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying coverages</td>
<td>The participant opened his Quarterback manual and thoroughly reviewed the strengths and weakness of each coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.) Are they attempting a rotation coverage or lock in a pre-rotation coverage.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.) How will the secondary defenders react to motion?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Safeties…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a.) How will the safeties react to motion?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b.) Will the defender over the motioning slot receiver come across the formation?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>---If yes, where are his eyes looking?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c.) Will the defender over the motioning slot receiver come to the line of scrimmage or reduce?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>d.) Are the defenders in tight press coverage?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>---if yes, will the under-coverage be locked on or will they employ a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision making process</td>
<td>“banjo” concept? e.) What is the technique of the play-side corner? ——eyes ——leverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He explained the affordances of each technique for the quarterback</td>
<td>“On many of the qb’s initial weak side applied reads you will actually be viewing a complete 4 invert concept. For instance on 61X Choice s-Flat your initial read diagnoses 4 invert as you clue the corner and the A.O. defenders specific drop. You may not see the strong-side development or change-up unless you work back in your progression sequence to your #2 or #3 selection”. 1985 Qb-Manual. P.127</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cues</td>
<td>(1) identify the defensive coverage, (2) understand the strengths of the defense (3) understand the play in relation to the coverage (4) know how to attack the weakness of the defense. He stated that” through miles and miles of repetitions” most of the decision making can be done after the</td>
<td>The “defensive backs and inside linebackers can provide cues but they are in a better position to disguise their intentions”, i.e., the press and bail in a cover 3 concept, and back-off and then jam the receiver in a cover 2 concept.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match-ups</td>
<td>The concept of multiple adjusting routes &amp; MARS using Choice</td>
<td>The participant explained how, based on Run and Shoot principles, these “umbrella” routes never occupy the same space. How each stem will manifest within the route structure is a key info req. (also see Tiger Ellison)</td>
<td>See participant’s qb manual for an in-depth discussion. Also, see Tiger Ellison Run and Shoot Football: The Now Attack p. 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The researcher asked, as you walk to the line of scrimmage what are you attempting accomplish?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Decisions</th>
<th>SA Requirements</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Going back to your college days, explain the process for achieving these goals.”</td>
<td>“throw touchdowns, score, score quickly, score in one. If I execute 90% of the time, we win!” “How do you protect a lead? Score some more.” The researcher quickly understood the goals of the most prolific QB in NCAA history.</td>
<td>“when you play for participant #3 the first thing he hands you is a manual of defensive fronts and coverage’s which outline the strength and weaknesses of ten coverage categories”</td>
<td>I need to understand the structure of the play based on how I’m being defended.</td>
<td>Context disappears… Rarely did I pay attention to game situations. Researcher endeavors to understand how the innovative teaching techniques are implemented on the field.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Multiple Adjusting Route System ("umbrella routes")

Connecting the R&S back to Tiger Ellison

"We were not interested in 10 play drives. We wanted to score now!"

Participant's Diagram
Also see Tiger Ellison

Understanding R & S Concepts (Umbrella Routes)
The routes intersect but don't connect)

The process

Pre-snap, I'm thinking...of the play, the weakness of the coverage, what plays or route takes advantage of this

Post-Snap, "You see the safeties, you see the coverage".

He begins a process of elimination of

He diagrammed and explained how the safeties tell him the coverage category and how the cornerback let him know man versus zone

"The defense can do amazing things prior to the snap of the ball, but after the snap they don't keep secrets."

To learn this, you need "miles of repetitions..."

After the ball is snapped, it's like reading a bad book for the 1000th time or seeing the same bad movie over and over again.

defense can do amazing things prior to the snap of the ball, but after the snap they don’t keep secrets.”

To learn this, you need “miles of repetitions..."
| Choice | "read" the play-side cornerback and "see" the safety. Read the frontside then reset his hips and feet to attack the weakness in the coverage. |
| Pattern recognition | the participant diagrammed how he uses a pattern recognition system to identify the 10 coverage categories. Once he recognizes the coverage, he has a mental model of the weakness of that coverage. Through his frontside read of the coverage, he understands how the multiple adjusting routes.
will adjust to the coverage. He looks for the routes with the play structure that will take advantage of the weakness in the coverage.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Decisions</th>
<th>Information Requirements</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As the Qb walks up to the line of scrimmage, what is his over-arching goal?</td>
<td>the goal of the quarterback is “always about completing the pass.” participant agreed that this is a physical task The researcher asked, so the mental goal is to read and recognize the defensive coverage? The participant stated that reading and recognizing the defense is only a part of the cerebral equation. The goal is to “identify (read and recognize) and attack the weakness in the defense”. we don’t believe we will score on every play but if we read it, run good routes and get good identification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The details of this interview include a combination of excerpts from the participant’s best selling instructional video and information gleaned for the interview. In the video the participant presents an extensive overview of how to use the Choice Route is used to attack four categories of defensive coverages. The researcher sought to check his understanding of the information on the tape and get answers to “how” this information is actually implemented by the quarterback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-snap Motion</td>
<td>The Process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the coverage, we WILL complete the pass.”</td>
<td>Researcher reviews the process (1) identify the defensive coverage, (2) which coverage category am I facing, (3) what are the strengths of the coverage, (5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The perceptual cues involve the movement and the eyes of the defenders.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the cues of multiple defenders should be aligned and when they don’t align it triggers a cue that one or more of the defenders is attempting to disguise his intentions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-snap movement of the defense helps the quarterback get a pre-snap read of the coverage category and man versus zone.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
understand how the conversion routes adjust to this coverage. The participant nodded in agreement and used the Choice play to demonstrate how this process is implemented on the field.

“Quarterback get a pre-snap read of what the coverage is” How?

The offense comes out in an even formation. You see a balanced 3 deep look. Inside slot goes in motion...

if the AO defender runs across the formation with the receiver, what do his eyes tell you?

The defender over the motioning...

“the offense lines up in a double slot formation. Inside slot comes in motion. The half-field safety follows the receiver across the formation. The other safety comes off the hash and moves to the middle of the field. The safety’s eyes are on the receiver. This is a pre-snap read of “cover three man under” look that tells the quarterback how the defense will react to the backside of the play. At the snap of the ball the quarterback will read the technique of the play-side.
Using the Eyes:
Quarterback has to use his eyes to manipulate the coverage or a particular defender.

receiver does not follow the receiver, instead the safety inverts. What does this tell you?

Ball is snapped the quarterback will be reading the corner on the single receiver side of the ball.

The decision must be made by the qb’s 5th step and the ball must come out by the qb’s 7 step.

Corner can only play man or zone.

corner. Is he in a man technique, legs crossing over with his back to the sideline or in a zone technique, back peddling? If the receiver closes the cushion on the corner he will run a streak or a skinny post, if the corner is more than five yards off of the receiver the receiver will run a speed out. The quarterback must make this decision by his 5th step and the ball must be out by this 7th step. If the play-side linebacker has gotten under the route via his flat responsibility or if the receiver and the quarterback make different reads the quarterback will shuffle his feet and find the receiver running the seam read.

Participant says the quarterback will do this so many times in practice, “he can read the body language of the receiver. If his decision is unclear,

Interesting note, according to the participant, the defense can be employing a zone concept, but the corner is employing a man technique. Versus zone the Qb has 3 reads, versus man it’s two, against man to man it’s one of two routes. Quarterback has to anticipate which route the receiver will run.
he will shuffle his feet and find the receiver running the seam read. If the safety has over-rotated to the play-side of the formation the slot receiver will continue up the hash for a touchdown. If the weak-side corner has collapsed on the seam route, then he proceeds to the third read. If the strong safety is in his face, showing a man technique, the receiver will break the route back across his face. If the strong safety finds an area to defend the Z, the receiver will find an open area back-side.
| Developing Team SA |  | There are two critical factors to the success of the play. That the quarterback and the receiver are seeing the same thing “P.-# 3” also highlighted the synergy that must take place between the QB and Rec. He was adamant that “if the Qb does not have faith that the rec. will run the right route, we will get rid of that rec. And he has!” The participant 5 stated that “you can teach this information in the classroom, but it has to be learned on the field.” “Give the chalk to your players”. “you remember 95% of what you can teach |
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